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Study of kink modes and error fields through rotation control with a biased electrode
Christopher Charles Stoafer
Experimental studies of MHD modes, including dynamics and stability, using a biased electrode
for rotation control on the High Beta Tokamak - Extended Pulse (HBT-EP) are presented. When the
probe is inserted into the edge of the plasma and a voltage applied, the rotation of long-wavelength
kink instabilities is strongly modified. A large poloidal plasma flow results at the edge, measured
with a bi-directional Mach probe with changes in edge kink mode rotation at different biases. This
poloidal plasma rotation cannot fully account for the large mode rotation frequency on HBT-EP.
By including the electron fluid motion, the mode rotation predictions agree with measurements,
indicating that the modes travel with the electron fluid. A GPU-based digital feedback system is
used to adjust the probe voltage in real time for controlling both the plasma flow and mode rotation.
This active mode rotation control is desirable because it allows for MHD stabilization, as well
as studies under conditions of varying mode rotation rates. Mode dynamics were studied using
various diagnostics to understand how plasma conditions fluctuate during mode activity and to
understand the interaction of the bias probe with the plasma during this activity. Phase-dependent
mode behavior was observed, especially at slow mode rotation, which might be attributed to an
intrinsic error field or a nonlinear interaction between the bias probe and the mode. Applied resonant
magnetic perturbations were used to study the dynamic response of a stable plasma with different
mode rotations. At slower rotation, the plasma had a greater response to the perturbations and
the plasma reached a saturated response with large perturbations, similar to previous results. At
large positive biases, the probe current induces a torque that opposes the natural direction of mode
rotation. By applying a sufficiently large torque, a transition is induced into a fast rotation state
(both mode and plasma rotation). High poloidal shear flows at the edge were measured in this state,
similar to conditions in H-mode plasmas on other devices. The bias required to induce the transition
is shown to depend on an applied error field. A technique was established using this transition to
determine the natural error field on HBT-EP.
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Energy is vital to modern society as it is consumed in a majority of everyday tasks. These needs are
rising quickly as a larger proportion of the world becomes developed. With limited fuel sources
and negative environmental impacts from energy conversion, alternative sources to fossil fuels need
to be developed and integrated to meet these increasing energy needs. Many alternative energy
sources, such as solar, wind, hydro, and nuclear fission, have begun to be incorporated into the
energy infrastructure, however it is difficult to keep up with increasing energy needs because of the
limitations in scalability and fuel supply for these sources [1]. Harnessing nuclear fusion energy
is ideal for solving this issue because there is a vastly abundant fuel source and has a minimal
environmental impact [2]. The work in this thesis is motivated by the need to understand the physics
and design of a fusion reactor.
1.1 Nuclear fusion
The process of nuclear fusion occurs when two nuclei fuse to make a larger nucleus. Each reaction
releases a large amount of energy, however because nuclei have a positive charge, they repel,
requiring an energetic collision to get over the Coulomb barrier before the fusion can occur. For an
initial design, fusion power plants are planned to facilitate D-T fusion (fusion between deuterium
and tritium, both isotopes of hydrogen); this reaction is shown below where a deuterium and tritium
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fuse to yield a helium and a neutron with 17.6 MeV of energy [2]:
D + T → He + n + 17.6 MeV (1.1)
For these D-T reactions, thermal energies of &10 keV are required, which corresponds to tempera-
tures of ∼108 K. At these temperatures, the matter is fully ionized, with ions and electrons able to
move independently, which is called the plasma state. The plasma needs to be confined to allow
the fusion reactions to occur. An important factor is the energy confinement time of these systems,
which is the ratio of the total energy in the plasma to the power loss: τE = W/Ploss. A simple power
balance formulation can be made to understand the requirements to have a self-sustaining plasma
from fusion reactions [3]:
nτE > 1.5 × 1020 s/m3 (1.2)
where n is the plasma density. This is the Lawson criterion for ignition, which leads to a self-
sustaining fusion plasma. For the expected fusion plasma conditions, with temperatures near 10
keV, the formulation can be written to include temperature:
nTτE > 5 × 1021 keV · s/m3 (1.3)
This is known as the “fusion triple product” with density, temperature, and confinement time each
critical in reaching ignition conditions. An example system to reach this condition would have
n = 1020 m−3, T = 10 keV, and τE = 6 s [3]. This requires the confinement and heating of high
temperature plasma for relatively long periods of time, which is the focus of much plasma physics
research.
1.2 Magnetic confinement
Normal containment methods using material surfaces to confine the high temperature plasma are
not possible. One feasible method for plasma confinement is to use magnetic fields, which restrict
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the motion of the ions and electrons through the Lorentz force ~F = q(~E + ~v × ~B). In considering the
magnetic ~B field, charged particles can move freely along the magnetic field direction, however, any
motion of a charged particle that is perpendicular to the magnetic field results in the particle making
circular orbits around magnetic field lines. They orbit around field lines with a radius called the
Larmor radius rL =
mv⊥
qB
. Ions generally have larger a Larmor radius than electrons because of their
larger mass, which can also be stated that electrons follow magnetic field lines more closely than
ions.
The goal of magnetic confinement is to setup magnetic fields in a way to confine plasma to a
given volume, where plasma density and temperature can be driven towards ignition conditions. In
most magnetic geometries, field lines have a finite length, which means they penetrate a material
surface at some point. This leads to particles flowing along the field lines and being lost into that
surface, meaning particles are not confined. Although there are other methods to solve this problem,
one solution is to setup a geometry where the field lines bend around back onto themselves, such as
around a torus. This minimizes the number of locations that field lines penetrate a surface, allowing
the plasma to be confined in the torus. However, this configuration induces an outwards drift of
particles because of the radius of curvature and gradients in magnetic field strength. Therefore,
particles would drift outwards and be lost. This can be solved by adding a helical structure to the
magnetic geometry, which averages the outward drift to zero. In terms of the toroidal geometry, this
requires a toroidal magnetic field (along the long direction around the torus) and a poloidal magnetic
field (around the smaller circle); combining these generates a helical magnetic field around the
torus.
1.2.1 Tokamak geometry
The most successful design to create this helical geometry has a strong applied toroidal field and
generates a current in the plasma around the toroidal direction, which induces the poloidal field.
This configuration is called a tokamak, which is derived from the Russian words, toroidalnaya
kamera and magnitnaya katushka, meaning ‘toroidal chamber’ and ‘magnetic coil’ [3]. It has three
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Figure 1.1: Tokamak geometry with a toroidal plasma and three magnetic coils sets: toroidal field
(TF), Ohmic heating (OH), and vertical field (VF).
main magnetic field coil systems, as shown in Figure 1.1 [4]: toroidal field coils to generate the
strong toroidal field, Ohmic heating coils (Ohmic Transformer) to drive a toroidal current and heat
the plasma by inducing a toroidal electric field, and vertical field coils to keep the plasma from
expanding outwards. The plasma is nominally axisymmetric along the toroidal direction. Additional
coil sets are often used to elongate and shape the plasma to improve its performance, however this
thesis will discuss HBT-EP, which has a simple circular cross section and high-aspect ratio.
It is important to understand and quantify the helical structure, also called the rotational
transform, of the geometry. For a tokamak, this is commonly measured by a quantity called
the safety factor, q, which is a ratio of the number of times a magnetic field line traverses in the
toroidal direction compared to poloidal direction as it is traced around the torus. The value of q
varies for different radii within the plasma and is generally lowest on axis (the toroidal major radius,
which is the plasma center) and increases outwards. The safety factor is an important measure for
plasma stability and higher values of q generally lead to more stable plasmas. However rational
values of q inside the plasma or at the plasma edge can lead to instabilities [3] because a field
line that wraps around the poloidal direction m times in n toroidal completions, thus q = m/n,
meets up with itself again, leading to resonant instabilities. Therefore, q plays an important role in
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understanding plasma stability, as will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
1.2.2 Tokamak plasma conditions
For an economical tokamak reactor, the amount of power used to create and maintain the plasma
needs to be used as efficiently as possible to reduce costs and increase net energy yield. A




[3]. The goal is to generate to highest β practical to efficiently use the generated
magnetic fields for confining the plasma pressure.













where Bt is the toroidal field, Ip is the plasma current, a is the minor radius, and Ba ≈ µ0Ip/2πa
is the poloidal field at the plasma surface averaged over all poloidal angles. The parameter βt is a
volume averaged version of β, which scales with the expected thermonuclear power of a reactor. The
parameter βN (β-normal) is an empirically derived limit of plasma performance due to instability
drive of the edge plasma; the limit can be expressed as βN < 3.5 [5]. The parameter βp (β-poloidal)
is a measure of how effective the magnetic field confines the plasma with the plasma current profile.
A value of βp = 1 indicates zero plasma current, βp > 1 indicates the toroidal field confines plasma
pressure, and βp < 1 indicates the toroidal field displaces plasma pressure [3]. Each of these
parameters are used for understanding different aspects of plasma confinement and equilibrium.
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1.3 Plasma physics and nuclear fusion
The goal of plasma physics research related to nuclear fusion is to understand and improve confine-
ment to reach conditions that are viable for a fusion reactor. Much of this research is focused on
pushing operating limits to reach this goal in an economical way. These limits are present because of
plasma instabilities that lead to loss of confinement. However, by figuring out how these instabilities
can be avoided, controlled, or mitigated, the fusion-relevant regimes of plasma operation can be
reached, allowing for an economical fusion reactor design.
1.3.1 Kink modes and resistive wall modes
Kink modes are a type of these instabilities that arise in high performance plasmas. They can be
driven by plasma pressure or plasma current when the safety factor, q, is near a rational number
at the plasma edge [2, 3]. The instability grows as a global structure, distorting the plasma edge,
making the plasma surface kink. Without mitigating or controlling these modes, they often lead to
plasma disruptions and loss of confinement, making them detrimental to fusion reactor conditions.
Ideal kink modes grow on the µs timescale, which is too fast to allow for feedback control of
mode activity. However, when a kink mode grows with a nearby conducting wall, the growth time
is slowed due to the eddy currents in the wall. As the kink mode causes a distortion in the plasma,
the changing magnetic field from the distortion induces eddy current in the nearby wall, which limit
the magnetic field penetration and slow down the growth rate. However, the eddy currents decay
due to the resistivity of the wall. A nearby conducting wall, with finite resistivity, slows the mode
growth to the timescale of the eddy current decay, which is on the ms timescale [6]. These modes
are called resistive wall modes (RWMs) and will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
1.3.2 Rotation stabilization of RWMs
The resistive wall mode is still unstable, although the growth rate is slowed by the wall’s eddy
currents, and needs to be stabilized by other mechanisms. Mode stabilization can be achieved
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through active control of mode activity [7, 8] or by passive stabilization mechanisms [9, 10, 11, 12,
13], as will be discussed further in Chapter 3. Rotation has a stabilizing effect on the mode when
there is sufficient dissipation in the plasma [12, 6]. Rotation stabilization of RWMs is required to
reach higher performance limits of tokamak plasmas to reduce the reliance on active stabilization
systems. Modern tokamak designs, such as ITER, operate near these limits, therefore, it is important
to understand rotation in these plasma systems, how to control it, and how it affects mode stability
and behavior.
The research presented in this thesis aims to measure, control, and understand rotation, as well
as its effects on mode behavior. The experiments were performed on the High Beta Tokamak -
Extended Pulse (HBT-EP). Rotation is measured with magnetic sensors (mode rotation) and a
Mach probe (plasma rotation). A biased electrode was used to drive different rotation frequencies
and control rotation through an active feedback system. Mode behavior, and its effects on plasma
conditions, is measured with the suite of diagnostics on HBT-EP.
Mode rotation is crucial for the operation of modern tokamaks, such as ITER, and for fusion
reactor design. Larger scale tokamaks usually use neutral beam injection to induce rotation, which
might not provide enough momentum for ITER due to the large size and high density of the plasma.
Other methods to induce rotation have been studied for tokamaks, such as an induced voltage at the
plasma edge by a biased electrode [14, 15, 16, 17] and is explored in this thesis.
1.3.3 Plasma H-mode transitions and flow shear
An important phenomenon for tokamak plasmas being viable for a sustained nuclear fusion reactor
is called the H-mode. In this state, plasma flows and current organize to induce high-confinement
conditions, such that fewer particles and less energy is lost [18, 19]. There is also a self-sustained
“bootstrap” current, which maintains the tokamak plasma confinement, as opposed to the ohmically
driven plasma current. Large plasma flow shears at the edge have been associated with the H-mode
state [20, 21]. Measuring and understanding these edge flows is important for understanding the
transition into H-mode. This transition has been induced with high voltages applied to bias probes
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in other devices [22, 15, 16, 17]. The transition has also been shown to depend on applied error
fields [23]. A similar transition occurs in HBT-EP with large edge biases that induces large poloidal
flow shear at the edge and fast mode rotation.
1.4 Organization of thesis
The work of this thesis aims to address a number of questions about HBT-EP plasmas with edge
biasing, RWM rotation and stability, as well as plasma state transitions with high edge bias:
• What are the plasma flow conditions in HBT-EP and how do they compare to the measured
mode rotation? How does this change with different edge bias conditions?
• How are mode rotation and dynamics affected by different edge bias conditions?
• Is it feasible to use the HBT-EP feedback control system to control mode rotation with a
biased electrode?
• How does a stable plasma respond to resonant magnetic perturbations at different edge biases
and rotation states?
• What can we understand from plasmas with high edge bias? Can H-mode plasmas be induced
with high edge bias on HBT-EP?
The thesis is organized by first introducing the experimental device, HBT-EP, in Chapter 2. In
Chapter 3, RWM physics is described, as well as mode rotation. Standard methods used to analyze
and visualize modes with the magnetic sensor diagnostics on HBT-EP are also presented.
In Chapter 4, the setup, measurements, and interpretation of a five-tipped probe are presented for
understanding plasma edge conditions on HBT-EP. With the probe instrumented as a bi-directional
Mach probe, large poloidal plasma flows were measured at the edge. These poloidal flows cannot
fully account for the mode rotation frequency measured on HBT-EP, indicating the electron fluid
motion is important for describing mode rotation, as seen in Ref. [24].
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The probe used to bias the plasma edge is presented in Chapter 5. The mode rotation and
edge plasma flows are shown to depend on the bias applied with the probe. Using the HBT-EP
feedback system to drive the voltage on the bias probe was shown to successfully control mode
rotation; a concept that can be expanded to rotation stabilization control of RWMs. The plasma flow
measurements showed that the bias probe only affected flows at the edge (mostly poloidal flows),
which were sufficient to adjust mode rotation. A scheme to control edge plasma rotation for mode
rotation control might be easier for stabilization in larger tokamaks.
Chapter 6 presents diagnostic measurements on HBT-EP used to understand mode dynamics.
The modes exhibited phase-dependent behavior as they rotated around the device, meaning the
diagnostic measurements were different when the mode structures were at different orientations (i.e.
mode amplitude, currents to electrodes, soft x-ray emission). The behavior was more pronounced at
slower mode rotation. This could be caused by a static intrinsic error field or a nonlinear interaction
between the bias probe and a rotating mode structure.
In Chapter 7, measurements of a driven plasma response to resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs) for stable plasmas are presented. The plasma had a higher amplitude response in cases with
slowed mode rotation up to a saturation point, as seen in Ref. [25]. This indicates that the slowly
rotating plasmas are closer to marginal stability.
In Chapter 8, studies with very high biases applied to the plasma edge are presented. Previous
work on HBT-EP [26] reached these high bias states; however, the research presented here discovered
that a transition occurs once a critical bias is reached, inducing fast mode rotation and large poloidal
flow shears at the edge. This transition and these conditions are similar to the H-mode studied on
other devices [22, 15, 16, 17], such as the large poloidal flow shear usually caused by radial electric
fields leading to large E × B drifts [20]. The bias threshold for the transition to occur was found to
depend on applied error fields; similar to results of power thresholds for the H-mode transition on
other devices [23]. A method was also developed to determine the intrinsic error field on HBT-EP.
Chapter 2
The HBT-EP Device
The High-Beta Tokamak - Extended Pulse (HBT-EP) is designed to study instabilities that arise in
high performance plasma regimes, relevant to fusion conditions [27, 25]. HBT-EP is a high-aspect
ratio tokamak with a circular cross-section. Experiments are performed with ohmically-heated
deuterium plasmas. Instabilities are driven with large plasma current ramps, which are comparable
to those on tokamaks operating in the high beta regime (high plasma pressure). Device parameters
are listed in Table 2.1.
Major radius (R0) 88 - 96 cm
Minor radius (a) 11 - 15 cm
Plasma current (Ip) . 20 kA
Toroidal field (BT ) 0.35 T
Electron temperature (Te) 50 - 150 eV
Electron density (ne) 1 - 3 x 1019 m−3
Table 2.1: Typical HBT-EP parameters
The HBT-EP device contains movable, conducting shells that act as stabilizing walls on the
outboard side of the plasma. There are a total of 20 shells in the chamber: 10 toroidal sections, each
with an upper and lower shell, as shown in Figure 2.2. The shells effectively slow the growth time
of certain plasma mode instabilities [6] due to induced Eddy currents from magnetic fluctuations
associated with mode activity. Without these nearby conducting shells, the mode would grow
10
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Figure 2.1: The High-Beta Tokamak - Extended Pulse (HBT-EP)
quickly, on an Alfvèn timescale; however the Eddy currents in the wall slow the mode growth time
down to the Eddy current decay time, or wall time. This slows the mode growth from a µs to a ms
timescale, allowing for feedback stabilization of the modes [12]. The ideal plasma case, without the
wall, is called an external kink mode, whereas it is a resistive wall mode (RWM) in the presence of
a nearby conducting wall.
Ferritic material (HiperCo50) has been installed on the shells in every other toroidal segment in
an effort to study the changes in plasma stability due to the presence of ferritic material. Ferritic
material is likely to be required for a fusion power plant because of its higher tolerance to degradation
from high neutron flux, as compared to stainless steel. The ferritic material is expected to destabilize
the mode because it amplifies magnetic fields. The material was installed in HBT-EP with separate
tiles to break up Eddy current patterns, but still exhibit ferromagnetic responses to fluctuating
magnetic fields.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of HBT-EP with conducting shells, magnetic sensors, and control coils. Each
of the ten toroidal segments has two shells that are radially adjustable. There are a total of 216
Mirnov coils as magnetic sensors distributed in various arrays. This includes 40 poloidal and 40
radial field feedback sensors mounted on the shells (colored green), 30 poloidal and 10 radial field
sensors in a high density toroidal array on the inboard side (colored blue), and two poloidal array of
sensors each with 32 poloidal and 16 radial field sensor (colored red). There are 40 control coils
(red) with 2 on each shell. The tiled ferritic material (light brown) is shown on every other shell.
2.1 Magnetic sensors and control diagnostics
HBT-EP is instrumented with 134 poloidal field and 82 radial field sensors throughout the device
for high-spatial resolution of magnetic fields [25], as diagrammed in Figure 2.2. It is common to
discuss each separate toroidal or poloidal array of sensors and each array has an abbreviation for
quick reference. The high-density toroidal array of poloidal field sensors is TAp, whereas the radial
sensor array is TAr. The two high-density poloidal arrays of poloidal field sensors are PA1p and
PA2p and the radial field sensors are PA1r and PA2r. Each of the four toroidal arrays of feedback
sensors are FB1p through FB4p (radial is FB1r through FB4r), where the array numbering starts
from the bottom, so feedback array 1 is the bottom-most toroidal array and feedback array 4 is the
top-most array.
The control coils are used to apply various magnetic field structures to the plasmas. Each of
the 40 control coils are separately controlled with 40 amplifiers, allowing for relatively fine control
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in spatial structure. The control coils can be preprogrammed with arbitrary waveforms or using a
feedback system to control the fields they apply based on magnetic measurements from the plasma.
2.2 Feedback system
HBT-EP is equipped with a high-speed feedback system with multiple inputs and outputs using a
GPU [28]. The system was designed to administer versatile feedback schemes using the feedback
sensors to measure magnetic fluctuations from plasma mode activity and using the control coils
as actuators. With the multiple input and output system, in addition to the versatility in feedback
programming, additional sensors and actuators can be added to the system, such as electric probes.
2.3 Five-tipped probe
A five-tipped electric probe, with one center tip and four outer tips, has been installed on the
mid-plane of HBT-EP. It can be instrumented as a floating probe to measure the floating potential
on each tip, a triple probe, or a 2-dimension Mach probe to measure plasma flow in 2 directions
simultaneously. This probe is discussed in depth in Chapter 4.
2.4 Bias probe
A probe is installed on the mid-plane of HBT-EP, which is used to bias the plasma edge and control
rotation. The setup and characteristics of this probe are discussed in depth in Chapter 5 and it is
used extensively in the research presented in this thesis.
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2.5 Other Diagnostics
2.5.1 Thomson scattering
A multi-spatial point Thomson scattering system has been installed on HBT-EP [29], which was
acquired from the SSPX device [30]. The system uses a high-power Continuum PowerLite Nd:YAG
laser with a 10 ns, 2 J pulse at 1064 nm. The beamline is diagrammed in Figure 2.3. A custom
collection lens has been designed with a wide-angle view, optimized for light collection. The
collection system has modular inserts for fiber optic bundles to collect light from different regions in
the plasma, as diagrammed in Figure 2.4. The scattered light spectrum is detected with 10 General
Atomics polychromators [31], one for each spatial point.
The full system is still being installed and upgraded. Currently, three spatial points are available
for collection, which have been set to 88, 92, and 96 cm in major radius, however, at total of ten
spatial points can be measured once the system is complete. For the Thomson scattering measure-
ments in this thesis, an absolute (Rayleigh) calibration had not been performed, so measurements of
density are arbitrary. Density measurements from the same spatial point can be compared shot to
shot, but density measurements between spatial points cannot be compared because of deviations in
light collection moving off axis from the collection lens. The system has been spectrally calibrated
for determining temperature.
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Figure 2.3: Laser beamline diagram for HBT-EP. The laser is located in a separate room from the
HBT-EP device, propagates overhead, then onto an alignment table and into the vacuum chamber.
Figure 2.4: Thomson scattering collection system on HBT-EP with modular inserts for fiber optic
bundles. Spatial resolution for adjacent views is 2 cm. The system in this thesis has three active
spatial point views of 88, 92, and 96 cm.
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2.5.2 Soft x-ray detectors
A soft x-ray (SXR) fan array is installed on HBT-EP for detecting soft x-ray emission from the
plasma. The system is designed for detecting emission from edge plasma conditions with a 100
nm thick aluminum filter and 16 AXUV silicon diodes. The array of sight lines collects a poloidal
cross-section of the plasma, as diagrammed in Figure 2.5.
In addition, there is a separate diode collecting SXR emission with a view through the mid-plane
of the plasma with a filter more sensitive to core plasma emission.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram showing the sight lines for the soft x-ray (SXR) fan array on HBT-EP. It has a
100 nm thick aluminum filter and 16 AXUV silicon diodes.
2.6 Coordinate system
A toroidal coordinate system is used on HBT-EP to discuss plasma conditions and locations of
diagnostic measurements. HBT-EP is designed for a plasma with a major radius of 92 cm, however
the plasma can deviate from this position. The current centroid of the plasma is measured with a
cos(θ) Rogowski coil. There are limiters on HBT-EP on the outboard side at 107.0 cm and inboard
side at 75.3 cm to limit the plasma horizontally. There is a limiter 15.0 cm below the mid-plane and
15.0 cm above the mid-plane to limit the plasma vertically. This means that the largest minor radius
of an HBT-EP plasma is 15 cm, which occurs when the plasma’s major radius is between 90.3
and 92.0 cm, otherwise the minor radius is smaller. This is important for interpreting diagnostic
measurements.
The toroidal angle, φ, increases in the counter-clockwise direction when viewing HBT-EP from
above and ranges from 0◦ to 360◦. The toroidal angle is 0◦ in the center of section 4. The poloidal
angle, θ, begins at 0◦ on the outboard mid-plane, increasing upwards, and ranges from -180◦ to 180◦
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of angular coordinate system for HBT-EP.
in this document. This coordinate system is diagrammed in Figure 2.6.
It is useful to know the location of diagnostics for interpreting plasma dynamics around the
device. The five-tipped probe is located at 288◦, bias probe at 180◦, SXR fan array at 90◦, SXR
mid-plane view at 18◦, and Thomson scattering at 72◦.
It is common to interpret plasma activity along the toroidal and poloidal directions, so a layout
with the locations of the diagnostics along these coordinates is useful. A diagram showing these
locations is presented in Figure 2.7, where the surface of a tokamak plasma in HBT-EP has been
unwrapped to show a flat surface projection along the toroidal and poloidal angles.
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Figure 2.7: Layout of the diagnostics on HBT-EP with the toroidal and poloidal fields unwrapped.
Chapter 3
Overview of Resistive Wall Modes
The studies performed on HBT-EP are primarily with current-driven, external kink modes with a
nearby conducting wall, making them resistive wall modes (RWMs). An overview of these modes,
as well as a physical model, are discussed. Some additional terms are used to describe mode rotation.
Finally, mode measurements and visualization methods are discussed.
3.1 Resistive wall mode physics and stability
Kink modes can be described by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), which indicates that a mode is
driven unstable by pressure gradients or surface currents at the edge [2, 3]. These modes grow when
the safety factor is a rational number just outside the plasma surface, q(a) = m/n. This sets up
a resonant condition where magnetic field lines at the edge wrap around onto themselves. When
there is a nearby conducting wall, the mode induces eddy currents, which effectively slows the
mode growth to the wall time, τw, determined by the eddy current pattern and wall resistivity. With
the nearby conducting wall, these are called resistive wall modes (RWMs). The modes studied on
HBT-EP are driven by large edge currents, which is achieved with a rapid plasma breakdown and
current drive to induce a broad current profile.
Although the growth rate of these modes can be slowed with the presence of a nearby conducting
wall, they cannot be fully stabilized if the wall has finite resistivity. Stabilization can occur either
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by active control or through passive mechanisms [9]. Active stabilization is accomplished with
magnetic feedback on the mode using internal control coils [7, 8], where a feedback system is used to
quickly respond to magnetic fluctuations from the mode, which occur on the millisecond timescale.
Passive mechanisms that stabilize these modes exist through rotation and dissipation [10, 11, 12, 13],
as well as kinetic effects that damp the mode [9]. With sufficient passive stabilization, the more
complicated active control is less crucial for sustainable high-performance plasmas.
Rotation, with a dissipation mechanism, is essential for passive stabilization of RWMs. Dis-
sipation can result from various phenomena, on HBT-EP it is primarily from charge exchange
with neutral particles at the edge and neoclassical flow damping [32]. Modern tokamaks utilize
neutral beam injection to induce rotation, but this might not provide sufficient rotation for ITER
or a fusion reactor because of the mass of the plasma. ITER may require additional methods to
drive rotation for sufficient passive stabilization. One possible method is through non-axisymmetric
applied magnetic fields that have shown some evidence to induce plasma rotation [9]. This work
considers another method to induce rotation: applying a voltage to the plasma edge using a biased
electrode. Although this cannot be the primary method to induce rotation in ITER, because the
probe material would be obliterated by the plasma, the method is used to understand rotation and its
effects on mode activity.
External magnetic fields with non-axisymmetric structures, which are also called error fields,
are also important to RWM physics [9]. Error fields on a device can be caused by magnetic coils
misalignments or the presence of magnetic material. Error fields can cause mode rotation braking,
inducing unstable scenarios with reduced rotation. They can also amplify RWMs when the structure
resonates with the mode. Both of these phenomena have been shown to induce phase-dependent
mode behavior as they rotate around the device and interact with a static error field [6]. It is
important to measure and understand the error fields of a device to reduce the amount of rotation
braking and avoid unstable scenarios. External magnetic field coils can be used to cancel out
intrinsic error fields to reduce rotation damping from error fields [33]. Feedback systems to detect
intrinsic error fields and cancel them have been used successfully to reduce error field drag and
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keep the plasma in a stable state with higher rotation [34].
3.2 Physics model for mode rotation
The model and descriptions in this section are used from Ref. [24]. In ideal MHD, the magnetic
field lines, and currents flowing along them, are locked to the plasma and move with it. This means
that the currents associated with the kink modes rotate with the plasma rotation. However, a more
accurate description uses generalized Ohm’s law:
η~j = ~E + ~v × ~B −
1
ene




where the third term on the right hand side is the Hall term and the last term is the electron
pressure term. Using ~∇ × ~E = −∂~B
∂t with a perturbed ~̃E and ~̃B:
















= ~∇ × (~ve × ~̃B) (3.3)
This equation shows that the magnetic perturbation ~̃B moves with the electron fluid ~ve, which is
a combination of the mass flow velocity, ~v, and the electron drift velocity, −~j0/ene. The quantity
~j0 is the equilibrium current density, as opposed to the perturbed current, ~̃j, from the mode. The
electron drift velocity primarily flows in the toroidal direction, however small poloidal flows can
affect mode rotation due to the smaller minor radius, a, as compared to major radius, R0, and higher
poloidal mode numbers, m, compared to toroidal mode numbers, n.
The MHD mode motion can be described as a traveling wave, such that the ~k vector is normal to
the magnetic field lines of the rational surface, on which the mode resides. Any motion parallel
to ~B does not affect mode propagation, so the quantities ~v0 and ~j0 can be decomposed into their
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components parallel and perpendicular to the ~B field. These components are the perpendicular
plasma flow velocity, ~v0⊥, and the diamagnetic electron drift velocity:
~ve⊥ = ~v0⊥ +
1
eneB2
~∇p × ~B (3.4)
This equation can be used to determine the mode rotation frequency on HBT-EP, provided the
ion and electron density and temperature profiles are known, as well as the plasma rotation.
3.3 Measurements of modes
The magnetic sensor arrays are used for measuring modes on HBT-EP. The modes cause fluctuations
in the poloidal and radial magnetic fields as they rotate around the device, however the sensors
also measure an equilibrium magnetic field from the plasma. These features must be separated
for understanding the magnetic fluctuations from mode activity. This is done by using various
methods to determine the equilibrium signal, then subtracting it from the total signal to isolate
the fluctuations. Examples of equilibrium subtract using a polynomial fit method can be found in
Section 7.2 to see the details of this process on each individual sensor. Most of the visualizations use
a smoothing fit with a Hamming window to determine the equilibrium, however shots with resonant
magnetic perturbations (RMPs) use a polynomial fit to exclude the RMP region, as discussed in
Section 7.2.
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Figure 3.1: Example showing the structure of an m/n=3/1 mode measured by the feedback sensors,
including the layout of the HBT-EP diagnostics. Note that only the mode structure measured in the
vicinity of the feedback sensors is shown and the structure continues and wraps poloidally.
3.3.1 Visualizing mode activity and rotation
It is important to understand mode behavior as a function of time as they rotate around the device.
Instead of viewing the structure in both the toroidal and poloidal directions, each of these components
are visualized separately as a function of time. The most visually enticing method is a contour plot
with time on one axis, either the toroidal or poloidal angle on the other axis, and the magnetic field
fluctuation as the contours. These plots show a striped pattern due to the mode rotation in time.
Steep, thin stripes show fast mode rotation, whereas thick stripes show slow mode rotation. These
plots also show the mode structure with the number of stripes at a given time, where a toroidal plot
shows the n number and a poloidal plot shows the m number.
Although the contour plots are visually appealing and provide a great qualitative picture of mode
movement as a function of time, it is difficult to determine quantitative information, such as mode
amplitude and rotation frequency. Another type of visualization uses a toroidal array of sensors,
such as one of the feedback toroidal arrays or the high density toroidal array. The signals are
decomposed into n = 1 sine and cosine components by projecting the signals and sensor locations
onto that basis using a pseudo-inverse. Plotting the sine and cosine components shows valuable
information, such as amplitude of the fluctuations and rotation rate as the components oscillate.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of the visualization techniques used for understanding mode behavior.
Deviations from sinusoidal behavior (which is expected for various reasons) of n = 1 components
shows periodic or phase-dependent behavior that is useful for understanding the modes.
In addition, the amplitude and phase can be determined from the sine and cosine components.
This shows clear changes in mode amplitude and phase rotation as a function of time. By taking the
derivative of the phase, the mode rotation frequency can also be determined.
Each of these visualizations are shown for typical mode activity in Figure 3.2. Each is used
throughout this work to portray different aspects of mode behavior and often all are displayed
together because they each provide additional insight into the physical picture.
Chapter 4
Plasma Characterization Using a
Five-Tipped Probe
This chapter characterizes a five-tipped probe on HBT-EP as a swept Langmuir probe, triple probe,
and 2-dimensional Mach probe. Plasma temperature and density were determined using the probe
as a swept Langmuir probe and triple probe. Toroidal and poloidal plasma rotation were measured
using the probe as a Mach probe. In addition, probe design/geometry and details about measurement
interpretation are discussed.
4.1 Five-tipped probe setup and design
The five-tipped probe was designed for HBT-EP to study zonal flows near the plasma edge by a
group at UCSD. The probe has five tungsten tips, one in the center, and four surrounding tips with
aluminum oxide as insulating material between the probe tips, as diagrammed by Istvan Cziegler in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
The center probe tip sticks out ∼1.5 mm and is not flush with the aluminum oxide. The other
probe tips are flush with the aluminum oxide; each is exposed with one direction towards the plasma,
which allows plasma flow measurements, as discussed in Section 4.5, and requires careful analysis,
as discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: A 3-D computer rendering of the five-tipped probe design and geometry done by I.
Cziegler.
Figure 4.2: A computer rendering of the five-tipped probe design and geometry done by I. Cziegler
with design layout and dimensions. Center tip is cylindrical and sticks out ∼1.5 mm.
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Figure 4.3: Photo of five-tipped probe.
The five-tipped probe is installed on a radially adjustable probe stand with bellows, as dia-
grammed in Figure 4.4. This allows measurements to be taken at different radii to determine radial
profiles of the plasma.
The probe is also on a rotatable flange, so that the orientation of the probe can be adjusted
relative to the plasma and magnetic field. It is therefore important to setup a coordinate system to
discuss the probe’s orientation relative to the magnetic field. This is diagrammed in Figure 4.5 with
each probe tip labeled A-E, also showing the direction of the magnetic field, plasma current, and
machine orientation. This view is a from outside of the tokamak inwards, which means it is a view
looking in from the rear of the probe.
The probe can be instrumented in various ways to make different measurements, as described in
the following sections.
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Figure 4.4: A diagram showing the probe installation on HBT-EP. It is installed on the midplane
and can be adjusted so that the probe head is located between 100 and 107 cm.
Figure 4.5: A diagram showing the probe tip orientations inside of HBT-EP, looking inwards from
outside the vessel. Each tip is labeled A-E with the center being tip E. The toroidal magnetic field
points towards the left, which is clockwise when looking down at HBT-EP from above. The
poloidal field points downwards on the outboard side. The plasma current is in the
counter-clockwise direction. A convention of 0◦ in the CCW direction and 90◦ upwards is used to
discuss probe orientation.
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Figure 4.6: The orientation of the five-tipped probe can be adjusted with the rotatable flange. The
probe tip locations are shown for 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ from left to right.
4.2 Swept Langmuir probe setup and results
The center probe tip (tip E) was initially used as a sweeping Langmuir probe to measure the
I-V characteristics of the probe and determine the temperature and density of the plasma. A
programmable function generator (dTacq AO32) and audio amplifier (Crown XLS5000) were used
to sweep through predetermined voltages with a 3 kHz triangle wave function. The voltage was
measured on the probe tip with a voltage divider and the current was measured using a Rogowski
current monitor (Pearson). A scan of the probe’s radial position was performed by taking a plasma
discharge with the probe at each location. The measurements from one of these discharges is shown
in Figure 4.7, in which the probe is located at 104.5 cm. These plots show the measured voltage and
current on the probe tip and also displays the I-V plot of the measurements. Each time period of a
voltage sweep is highlighted in a color ranging from yellow to red, corresponding to the color of the
points on the I-V plot.
It is difficult to differentiate the I-V curves at different times, which is used to determine the
temperature and density of the plasma. A clearer representation of the changing I-V characteristic
is shown in the top plots of Figure 4.8.
The I-V traces were analyzed using standard Langmuir probe analysis to determine the temper-
ature and density [35]. The analysis requires an exponential fit to the I-V curve near the floating
potential (at zero current). This fit is shown in the bottom plots of Figure 4.8. In these plots,
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Figure 4.7: Swept Langmuir probe results using the center probe tip of the five-tipped probe from
shot 87812, for which the probe was located at 104.5 cm. The left two plots show the measured
voltage and current of the probe tip. Each highlighted region (yellow to red) are separate swept
periods of the voltage. An I-V plot is shown on the right with the color corresponding to the time
period the measurement was taken from the left plots.
Figure 4.8: Multiple plots showing the I-V characteristics of the probe tip changing over time from
shot 87812, for which the probe was located at 104.5 cm. Each row of plots corresponds to a time
period of the voltage sweep function with the color corresponding to the highlighted regions in
Figure 4.7. The top plots are the I-V characteristic plots and the bottom plots are logarithm plots
with a linear fit to determine plasma temperature and density.
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Figure 4.9: Aggregated results of multiple shots with the swept center probe tip of the five-tipped
probe, showing Isat, Te, and ne. The ne values are lower than expected, which might be due to
smaller effective collection areas from a recessed probe tip as discussed in Section 4.4.4
ln(Isat + I) is plotted versus voltage, on which a linear fit was performed and plotted.
The aggregated results of the analysis determining Te and ne, with multiple shots with different
radial positions of the probe, are shown in Figure 4.9. The results show a Te of ∼20 eV throughout
the edge. The ne measurements show a range of 0.05 to 0.30 ×1019 m−3 with higher densities
towards the plasma core. These density measurements are lower than expected, which might be due
to smaller effective collection areas from a recessed probe tip as discussed in Section 4.4.4. The
measurements do not show large changes in time.
4.3 Measuring probe tip characteristics
A set of experiments and scans were performed to understand each probe tip measurement at
various orientations. This is because the tips measure different voltages and currents based on their
orientation relative to the magnetic field, plasma current, and plasma flow. The experimental setup
and results are presented in the following sections.
4.3.1 Floating potential measurements
An experiment was conducted to measure the floating potential on each probe tip. The voltage of
each of the five probe tips was measured using a voltage divider. Each voltage divider had a 50 kΩ
resistor to ground with a digitizer reading across a 500 Ω resistor, making a 1:101 voltage divider.
Each circuit also had opposing 5 V Zener diodes to prevent the voltage measured by the digitizer to
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Figure 4.10: Instrumentation of the five-tipped probe for measuring the floating potential on each
probe tip using voltage dividers.
exceed 5 V for protection. This circuit is diagrammed in Figure 4.10.
A voltage is measured on each probe tip, digitized at 500 kHz, throughout a plasma discharge,
as shown in Figure 4.11, which was taken with the probe at 103.0 cm and an orientation of 345◦. A
set of plasma shots were taken with different probe orientations. For each shot the average voltage
and the standard deviation of the measurement were determined in the time window from 1.3 to 3.5
ms. These voltage measurements are plotted in Figure 4.12, where the angle of each measurement
is the location of the corresponding probe tip based on the coordinates shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
The plots in Figure 4.12 show a systematic dependence of voltage on probe tip orientation.
The center probe tip is assumed to measure the actual plasma floating potential because it is not
shadowed by any surround material and sticks out from the insulating surface. This measurement
is represented by the blue vertical span in the left plot. For each shot, the range of the average
measurement plus/minus the standard deviation is plotted as span in blue. As the span’s overlap
they become darker, so the dark blue regions are more common voltage measurements of the center
probe tip, thus the floating potential of the center tip is typically between -55 and -40 volts.
The floating potential of the outer probe tips depends on the tip’s orientation. There doesn’t seem
to be a significant difference between probe tips based on the overlapping orientation measurements
of multiple probe tips. The minimum floating potential is around -75 V at 20◦, which is more
negative than the floating potential on the center tip. At 180◦ (180◦ away from the minimum) the
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Figure 4.11: The voltage measurements of each probe tip on shot 88014, in which the probe is
located at 103.0 cm and orientation of 345◦. The average and standard deviation of the signal in the
highlighted region (1.3 - 3.5 ms) were used to plot floating potential based on probe tip orientation
in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The plot and polar plots of each probe tip’s voltage measurement at different probe
orientations. Each point is the probe tip’s average voltage from 1.3 to 3.5 ms and the error bar is the
standard deviation in that time window. Each color is a different probe tip, as labeled. The
orientation of the center tip does not change, so for each shot the range of the average measurement
plus/minus the standard deviation is plotted as span in blue. For each shot the span’s overlap and
become darker, so the dark blue regions are more common voltage measurements of the center
probe tip.
floating potential is around -30 V, which is less negative than the center tip. Figure 4.5 shows that
the plasma current flows from 180◦ to 0◦. Therefore, the probe tip at 0◦ is upstream of the plasma
current so the electron fluid flow is towards the probe tip. In order to balance the ion and electron
flows onto the probe tip with the additional initial electron velocity, a more negative voltage is
required to repel the electrons. The opposite argument applies to the probe tip at 180◦, making its
floating potential less negative than the center tip.
At probe tip orientations of 90◦ and 270◦ floating potential measurements are at maximums
around +5 V. A positive voltage measurement in a plasma is unexpected because the thermal velocity
of the electrons should dominate the flow onto the probe tip over the ion flow, requiring a negative
floating potential to repel electrons. However, at these orientations the probe surface is at an oblique
angle to the magnetic field lines. The electrons follow field lines closely with a small gyroradius,
whereas the ions have a larger gyroradius. With perfectly parallel field lines to the probe surface,
electrons are likely to flow along the field lines and not contact the probe surface, whereas ions are
still flowing onto the probe surface [35]. In order to balance the flows, the probe voltage needs to
increase to attract more electrons.
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These two effects influence the floating potential of the probe tips at different orientations and
are important for interpreting the probe measurements properly. This is taken into account for probe
setups and orientations for the experiments in the following sections.
4.3.2 Probe ion saturation current measurements
An orientation scan of the five-tipped probe was performed with measuring the ion saturation current
(Isat) on two outer probe tips (tips A and C) and the floating potential on the other two out probe
tips (tips B and D). The center probe tip (tip E) was used as the electron collection probe tip in a
double probe arrangement with tips A and C. The instrumentation is diagrammed in Figure 4.13.
The measurements from each probe tip for an example shot in the experimental campaign is
shown in Figure 4.14. The five-tipped probe was set to different orientation angles for each plasma
shot, putting each probe tip at a specified orientation angle, as shown in Figure 4.5. The average
and standard deviation were determined for the corresponding measurement from each probe tip in
the time window 1.3 ms and 3.5 ms. The results for the measurements of each probe tip at different
orientations is shown in Figure 4.15.
These plots show a strong dependence on probe tip orientation for floating potential, as seen
in Figure 4.12, but with a more complete scan. The Isat measurements for both probe tips jump at
280◦ and probe tipA has a jump at 90◦ with higher Isat in the CCW direction of the machine. This is
Figure 4.13: Probe tip circuit diagram for measuring ion saturation of tips A and C, as well as the
voltage on tips B, D, and E.
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Figure 4.14: Measurements of probe tips with tips A and C measuring Isat and tips B and D
measuring floating potential, from shot 88209, which had a probe orientation of 105◦. The signal
average and standard deviation were determined within the highlighted region (1.3 to 3.5 ms) and
plotted as a function of probe tip location in Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.15: Average and standard deviation of measurements of each probe tip from 1.3 to 3.5 ms.
The probe is connected to measure both Isat and V f as diagrammed in Figure 4.13. The blue line in
the polar plots represents the direction of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.16: Measurements of Isat from shot 88189, where the probe orientation angle is 255◦, so
tipA is at 255◦ and tipC is at 75◦. The current in tipC is much higher and noisier, which might be
due to secondary electron emission.
could be due to the ion flow in the upwards and CW direction. The Isat measurements show a lesser
dependence on probe tip orientation in comparison to the floating potential measurements.
Probe tipC shows evidence of secondary electron emission between 30◦ and 140◦. This is shown
in the Isat trace in Figure 4.16 where the Isat measurement is significantly higher than expected and
has many noise spikes. Secondary electron emission can occur from electron or ion bombardment
[36], especially when the probe tip is heated, making it more likely for an electron to leave the
probe tip. This process increases the measured current. This behavior is only observed for tipC, and
not for tipA, which could occur if tipC sticks out further than tipA or if tipC has a sharp edge where
heating and secondary electron emission is more likely.
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Figure 4.17: Circuit diagram for using the five-tipped probe as a triple probe. Tips A and C are
connected to collect Isat with tips B and D collecting electrons as the other end of a double probe.
The voltage measurement on tips B and D is the voltage required to source the ion saturation
current, used in interpreting triple probe measurements (VBD = V+) The center probe tip (tip E) is
measuring floating potential (VE = V f loat).
4.4 Triple probe setup and results
4.4.1 Triple probe setup
The five-tipped probe was instrumented as a triple probe by connecting two opposing probe tips
(tips A and C) to collect Isat and the other outer probe tips (tips B and D) to collect electrons as
the other probe tip in a double probe. The center probe tip was used to measure floating potential
because it sticks out from the insulating material so measures a more accurate floating potential.
The circuit is diagrammed in Figure 4.17. Because of the probe geometry and with the outer probe
tips being flush with insulating material, the probe had to be setup to avoid any effects due to oblique
angles with magnetic field lines or floating potential changes due to plasma current, as seen in the
previous sections.
Based on the measurements in Figure 4.15, the voltage and Isat of each probe tip depends on the
probe’s orientation angle. Therefore, an angle needs to be carefully chosen to accurately determine
temperature and density from triple probe measurements. To understand the probe orientation
dependence, the measurements from Figure 4.15 were plotted with the total Isat of tips A and C and
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Figure 4.18: Average and standard deviation of measurements of the total Isat for tips A and C and
the average voltage of tips B and D at various probe orientation angles based on scan in Section
4.3.2. The probe configuration is that diagrammed in Figure 4.13.
the average voltage of tips B and D. The results are shown in Figure 4.18.
Within the range of 0◦ to 180◦, the total Isat of probe tips A and C has minimal variation.
Outside of this range, tip C shows signs of electron emission. The average voltage of tips B and
D varies within this range, but becomes relatively constant, with respect to probe orientation, at
95◦ where the measurement is closest to the expected floating potential, as shown in Figure 4.12.
The floating potential at this probe orientation, measured with tips B and D, is less negative than
the floating potential in Figure 4.12, which was measured with the center probe tip. The difference
in measurement can be accounted for because probe tips B and D are located 0.5 cm outside of
the innermost surface of the center tip, where the floating potential is less negative. Therefore, the
probe orientation angle of 95◦ was chosen for triple probe measurements.
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4.4.2 Triple probe theory
The method for determining Te and ne from triple probe measurements [35, 37] with reference to
the probe as instrumented in Figure 4.17. For these discussion, IAC = IA + IC is the total current
going to tips A and C and IBD = IB + ID for tips B and D. For the voltages, VAC = 0.5(VA + VC) is
the average voltage on tips A and C and VBD = 0.5(VB + VD) is the average voltage on tips B and D.
















where AAC, ABD, and AE are the effective probe surface area for ion and electron collection, which
are taken to be the physical surface area of each probe tip. Je is the electron saturation current. Te is
the electron temperature in units of energy because it already incorporates the Boltzmann constant,
Te = kBT . Isat is the ion saturation current, which depends on the ion sound speed. This set of
equations show that the net current for each probe tip is a balance of the electron collection current,
which depends on the probe tip voltage, and the ion collection current, which is the ion saturation
current.
Since tip E is a floating probe, IE = 0 and Eq. 4.3 becomes:
Isat = Jee−eVE/Te (4.4)
Tip AC is biased highly negative, so do not collect electrons, thus IAC = AACIsat. Tip BD is connected
as a double probe with tip AC, so tip BD sources the Isat current for tip AC, such that:
IBD = −AACIsat (4.5)
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Equations 4.2 and 4.5 combine to yield:
− (AAC + ABD)Isat = ABDJee−eVBD/Te (4.6)
Dividing Eq. 4.6 by Eq. 4.4 obtains:
(AAC + ABD) = ABDee(VBD−VE)/Te (4.7)












where n∞ is the plasma density, ne = ni, a distance from the probe tip not affected by the probe tip









The nominal surface area for tips A and C is ∼ 5.0mm2 (two 1.5 mm rods with a 45◦ cut). Based on
calibrations of effective probe tip collection area, presented later in Section 4.5.2, AAC/ABD = 0.87.
4.4.3 Triple probe measurements
A radial position scan was performed for the five-tipped probe instrumented as a triple probe. A
plasma shot was taken with the probe at each location with similar plasma conditions for each shot.
The results of the scan are shown in Figure 4.19. The bias probe was inserted and floating for these
discharges.
These measurements show a linear profile of floating potential with a potential around -75 V
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Figure 4.19: Triple probe measurements at different radial locations for similar plasma discharges.
The left plots show the time traces of triple probe measurements with the probe at different radii for
each shot. The right plots show the profiles in various time regions through the shot. The gray
shaded region on the right plots, from 11 to 12 cm, shows the radial extent of the bias probe, which
was floating during these discharges. The red-yellow highlighted time windows in the left plots are
plotted on the right, with the same color, to show the flow profiles within each time window. The
density measurement assumes a probe collection area of 5.0 mm2, which is the total top surface of
the two outer probe tips (two 1.5 mm diameter rods cut at 45◦).
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near towards the core and approaching 0 V at the edge. The temperature profile is relatively flat at
∼30 eV until the edge and increased slightly in time. The density is higher towards the core (inside
of a minor radius of 12 cm), which is around the radius of the bias probe. The density closer to the
core also rises in time, whereas towards the edge it does not.
4.4.4 Discussion of triple probe measurements
The Te measurements from the triple probe are reasonable for the HBT-EP edge plasma conditions,
however the ne measurements are lower than expected. Upon inspection of the five-tipped probe,
after the measurements were taken, the outer probe tips were found to be somewhat recessed in
the insulating material. Figure 4.20 shows a photo of the recessed probe tips. The tungsten rods
had dislodged and recessed sometime between probe installation and when the measurements were
taken. It was confirmed that the probe tips were recessed during measurements be reinstalling the
probe with the recessed tips and making similar measurements, which agreed with the measurements
presented in Figure 4.19.
The effective collection area of the recessed tips is much smaller than the expected probe tip
area used for density calculations of the triple probe. Therefore, the determined density is much
lower than the actual plasma density, making it closer to the expected density. As reported later, in
Section 5.4, sweeping probe measurements indicate a plasma density of 0.6 × 1019 m−3, which is a
reasonable edge plasma density.
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Figure 4.20: Photo of recessed probe tips on five-tipped probe.
4.5 Mach probe setup and results
The five-tipped probe was instrumented to collect Isat on all four outer probe tips, allowing for two
orthogonal Mach probe measurements. These measurements allow for the ion flow to be determined,
therefore, the ion flow can be measured in both the toroidal and poloidal directions simultaneously,
also providing the plasma rotation. The circuit for the 2-directional Mach probe is diagrammed in
Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Probe tip circuit diagram for using the five-tipped probe as a 2-directional Mach probe.
Each of the outer tips A, B, C, and D collect Isat with the center tip collecting electrons to source
the current.
4.5.1 Mach probe theory
A Mach probe contains two probe tips separated by an insulating surface, which creates an asymme-
try in ion collection due to pre-existing ion flow in the plasma [35]. This is shown in Figure 4.22,
in which both of the probe tips are biased negatively into the ion saturation regime. The upstream
probe tip collects a current, Iup, which is larger than Isat because of the initial ion velocity towards
the probe tip. The downstream probe tip has the insulating barrier blocking the ion flow into the
probe, which makes the new ion flow away from the probe tip, so Idown is less than Isat.





where M is the Mach number of the ion flow, M = vi/cs and the ion sound speed cs =
√
(Te + Ti)/mi.
The parameter k is determined by the model that is used.
Different models exist for Mach probes in magnetized [38] and unmagnetized plasmas [39],
so it is important to determine which regime best describes the five-tipped probe in the HBT-EP
plasma. The ratio of the ion gyroradius (ρi) to the characteristic probe dimension (rp) is used to
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Figure 4.22: Diagram of typical Mach probe.
determine which type of model to use. A magnetized model should be used when ρi/rp  1 and an
unmagnetized model should be used when ρi/rp  1. For HBT-EP plasmas, ρi ≈ 4mm near the
plasma edge, whereas each probe tip is ∼1.5 mm in diameter. Therefore, it is unclear whether a
magnetized or unmagnetized model should be used.
A method was used to determine whether that Mach probe is magnetized or unmagnetized [40]
by measuring Isat in opposing probe tips at various probe orientations. This was shown in Figure
4.18, in which the average Isat measurement is plotted for opposing tips B and D at various probe
orientation angles. The measurement does not change significantly with probe orientation relative
to the magnetic field, except for the angles with evidence of secondary electron emission in one
of the tips, meaning the probe collects ions in an unmagnetized manner. The floating potential
measurement for each probe tip, however, does depend on orientation to the magnetic field, as seen
in the averaged floating potential plot for opposing probe tips A and C in Figure 4.18, especially
the elliptical shape in the polar plot. This is because the probe collects electrons in a magnetized
manner, as the electron gyroradius is ∼35 µm near the edge.
Therefore, due to the unmagnetized nature of this Mach probe in the HBT-EP edge, the model
from Ref. [39] will be used, using a constant k = 1.34 for Eq. 4.11.
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4.5.2 Mach probe setup and calibration
A series of plasma shots were taken to determine what angle to use for the probe orientation and to
calibrate the probe tips. These results are shown in Figure 4.23, which shows numerous important
results.
The Isat for each probe tip is different from one another at a given location (i.e. tip B collects
a higher Isat than tips A and D at 25◦), meaning the effective collection area differs between each
probe tip. An accurate determination of the Mach number for ion flow requires a calibration to
account for the difference in effective area. The same data was used to determine a calibration factor
for each probe tip compared to tip A. The results after the calibration are shown in Figure 4.24.
As seen in previous scans, the Isat measurements are affected by having the probe tip at an
oblique angle (90◦ or 270◦). Therefore, none of the probe tips should be oriented towards these
angles. A probe orientation angle of 45◦ was chosen so that none of the probe tip surfaces are
oblique to the magnetic field; refer to Figure 4.5 for diagram of probe orientation. The probe
tips could also be paired such that the total Isat of tips A and D could be compared to tips B and
C to determine the toroidal ion flow, whereas tips A and B could be compared to tips C and D
to determine the poloidal ion flow. However, a misalignment in probe orientation by 15◦ was
discovered after these measurements, which has been accounted for in all of the measurements
presented. The orientation offset for ion flow was also accounted for in determining the toroidal and
poloidal flows.
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Figure 4.23: Average and standard deviation of Isat measurements for each outer probe tip at
various orientation angles.
Figure 4.24: Average and standard deviation of Isat measurements for each outer probe tip,
calibrated to probe tip A, at various orientation angles.
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4.5.3 Mach probe measurements
Measurements were taken with the Mach probe at various radial locations to determine the plasma
rotation profile, as shown in Figure 4.25. The measurements show the Mach number for flows in
the toroidal and poloidal directions. The ion sound speed for these shots was determined to be
∼ 3.8 × 104 m/s for the plasma in this region based on the Te measurements with the triple probe
(Te ≈ 30eV as measured with a triple probe, shown in Figure 4.19).
These results show a relatively small toroidal plasma rotation, starting out in the CW direction
and changing towards the CCW direction throughout the discharge. The measurements also show a
large poloidal flow, flowing upwards on the outboard side. As the discharge progresses, the flows
towards the core remain steady, whereas the flows at the edge decrease.
The rotation measurements from the 2-D Mach probe were confirmed by rotating the probe
orientation by 180◦, to 225◦, and taking a comparison shot. The results, shown in Figure 4.26,
confirm the rotation measurements by the Mach probe because they are opposite when the probe
is rotated 180◦, as expected. However, that magnitude of the Mach measurement in the poloidal
direction is less in the flipped case, which means the probe tip calibration might not be exact.
A different calibration was performed using the measurements in Figure 4.26 and finding the
calibration coefficient for each probe tip that results in equal, but opposite, Mach measurements
in both the toroidal and poloidal directions. Using this calibration, the Mach measurements are
opposite with equal magnitudes, as expected, as shown in Figure 4.27. For this calibration, the
magnitude of both the toroidal and poloidal Mach measurements decrease for the probe orientation
of 45◦.
Using this calibration, the Isat measurements of each probe tip at various orientation angles was
analyzed and shown in Figure 4.28. This shows that the calibration resulted in tips A and C to
be similar, as well as tips B and D, but tips A and C are differently calibrated than tips B and D.
This calibration works well for this case with the probe oriented to 45◦ and 225◦, but not for other
probe orientations. Therefore, the calibration of the probe tips at many probe orientations, presented
in Figure 4.24, is used for the 2-D Mach probe measurements and triple probe measurements
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Figure 4.25: 2-dimensional Mach probe measurements using the five-tipped probe at various radial
locations. The left plots show the time traces of Mach probe measurements. The right plots show
the profiles in various time regions through the shot. The gray shaded region on the right plots,
from 11 to 12 cm, shows the radial extent of the bias probe, which was floating during these
discharges. The red-yellow highlighted time windows in the left plots are plotted on the right, with
the same color, to show the flow profiles within each time window.
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Figure 4.26: 2-D Mach measurements with the probe oriented to 45◦ (shot 89225) and 225◦ (shot
89227).
Figure 4.27: 2-D Mach measurements with the probe oriented to 45◦ (shot 89225) and 225◦ (shot
89227) using a probe tip calibration so that the Mach measurements are opposite and equal in
magnitude for both the toroidal and poloidal direction.
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Figure 4.28: Average and standard deviation of Isat measurements for each outer probe tip at
various orientation angles. The probe tips were calibrated to measure opposing Mach flow and
equal magnitude when the probe is rotated 180◦.
(which requires a different probe orientation). This is done with an understanding that the Mach
measurement magnitudes might exceed their actual value; however, magnitudes of Mach probe
measurements are known to be unreliable [41].
These measurements confirm a large poloidal rotation, upwards on the outboard mid-plane, and
a small toroidal plasma rotation. Relative changes in the poloidal and toroidal Mach measurements
using this calibration can be used for comparing changes in plasma rotation.
4.6 Overview of mode and plasma rotation on HBT-EP
Rotation in tokamaks is a complex phenomenon that is often modeled using a neoclassical approach,
as well as anomalous transport due to turbulence [42, 43, 44, 45]. The plasma rotation in many
tokamaks has been measured to be primarily in the toroidal direction with large damping in the
poloidal direction because it requires the compression of magnetic field lines [46]. The scaling of
toroidal rotation presented in Ref. [42] predicts a plasma flow of ∼ 105 m/s, which corresponds to a
frequency f ∼ 15 kHz, is not consistent with these measurements nor previous flow measurements
on HBT-EP [47]. The measurements in Section 4.5 show a significant poloidal flow at the edge
of HBT-EP plasmas. Large poloidal flows have been hypothesized when plasma conditions have
anomalous turbulent transport and collisions with neutrals [21, 16, 48], which are the conditions in
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HBT-EP.
Measurements of poloidal flows in DIII-D [49] and JET [50, 51], using charge-exchange
recombination spectroscopy (CHERS), have shown significantly larger poloidal flows than predicted
by neoclassical models. However, more recent measurements on NSTX [52] and MAST [53] have
re-evaluated the analysis of CHERS for determining flow and have shown measurements near
neoclassical prediction with small poloidal flows.
The high mode rotation frequencies on HBT-EP (7-9 kHz) have not previously been explained;
previous Mach probe measurements found a toroidal plasma rotation frequency of less than 1
kHz [47, 54]. The toroidal flow measurements agree and the previous studies do not mention the
measurement of poloidal ion flow. The large poloidal flows measured in these studies might account
for the large mode rotation. The net mode rotation
Ω = mΩθ − nΩφ (4.12)
where Ωθ is poloidal rotation, Ωφ is toroidal rotation, and m, n are quantum numbers for the mode
structure. Using the measured Te at the edge of ∼25 eV, the ion sound speed is cs ∼ 4 × 104 m/s.
The measured toroidal Mach flow, Mtor, averaged to zero through the shot and the distance for one
revolution is much larger in the toroidal direction, so the toroidal flow term will be ignored in this
estimation. The measured poloidal Mach flow, Mpol, was ∼0.25 towards the edge. Using m = 3
for these modes and the minor radius a = 0.15 m, the mode rotation angular velocity Ω ∼ 8 × 105
rad/s, corresponding to a frequency of fmode ∼ 25 kHz. This is much larger than the measured mode
rotation frequency of 7-9 kHz, so these measurements of ion flow do not fully account for the mode
rotation frequency.
Including the electron fluid motion, as discussed in Section 3.2 and presented in Ref. [24], adds
insight for determining the expected mode rotation. The electron diamagnetic drift is important for
incorporating the electron fluid motion perpendicular to the magnetic field. This term, which is the
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last term in Eq. 4.13 (restated below):
~ve⊥ = ~v0⊥ +
1
eneB2
~∇p × ~B (4.13)
can be estimated with a parabolic profile, Te = Ti, and ne = ni to give 4r(Te(0) + Ti(0))/eaB.
Looking at this term at the plasma edge, r = a, with Te(0) = Ti(0) = 100 eV and B = 0.35 T, a drift
of ∼ 6 × 103 m/s. This corresponds to a frequency of 18 kHz for an m/n = 3/1 mode. Subtracting
this from the predicted mode frequency using the plasma rotation yields a mode rotation of ∼7 kHz,
which is in agreement with the measured mode rotation.
This shows that the modes move with the electron fluid because the ion flow could not fully
account for the measured mode rotation; the electron motion needed to be included. This information
plus the measured poloidal plasma rotation build a more complete picture of plasma and mode
rotation, which is important for understanding plasma behavior on HBT-EP.
Chapter 5
Mode Rotation with a Biased Probe
This chapter characterizes a bias probe and its interaction with the plasma. The probe applies a
localized bias to the plasma edge, which can be used to control the mode rotation and particle flows,
as seen in previous work [15, 16, 17]. Probe design and how it affects plasma conditions, including
temperature, density, and rotation, are discussed.
5.1 Bias probe setup
The bias probe is located on the mid-plane of HBT-EP with an adjustable radial location. The
probe’s inner most tip can be inserted to a major radius of 103 cm, whereas the plasma limits at 107
cm on the outboard side, so that it is inserted 4 cm into the plasma. The rear of the probe tip is 1.06
cm from the front, so it directly interacts with field lines from 103 cm to 104 cm in major radius.
The probe tip is made of molybdenum and is supported with an alumina rod.
The voltage on the probe is controlled using an arbitrary waveform generator (D-tAcq AO32CPCI),
which is programmable for any waveform. Waveforms can be set prior to the shot or can be con-
trolled using the GPU feedback system [28], allowing for active feedback during a plasma discharge.
The signal from the waveform generator is amplified using a 5 kW audio amplifier (Crown power
amplifier XLS 5000). The amplified signal goes through a 2:1 step-down transformer to the probe,
preventing ground loops and increasing the output capabilities of the amplifier, which would be
57
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Figure 5.1: Bias probe setup on HBT-EP in relation to the plasma. The probe is radially adjustable.
The HBT-EP machine center is to the right.
Figure 5.2: Circuit diagram of bias probe setup, showing the amplifier (Crown XLS5000),
step-down transformer, and bias probe current and voltage measurements. Circuit protection is also
displayed for transient voltage spikes from the plasma and a fuse for excess current through the
amplifier.
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Figure 5.3: Photos of bias probe.
current-limited without the voltage step-down. The bias probe circuit is completed through the
vacuum chamber from the limiter in contact with the plasma. The voltage on the probe is measured
with a voltage divider and the current to the probe is measured with a current monitor (Pearson
Rogowski). The setup is diagrammed in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Mode rotation with bias probe
Several plasma shots were taken to characterize the bias probe’s influence on mode rotation. In
these shots, a step function waveform was applied to the bias probe with various input voltages. The
bias was applied at 2.0 ms and maintained through the plasma discharge. Typical plasma parameters
are shown in Figure 5.4.
The bias probe measurements, mode amplitude, and mode frequency can be seen in Figure 5.4.
Quadrature fitting of an n=1 mode was performed on each of the four toroidal sets of feedback
sensors to determine the mode information. The mode rotation frequency was determined by linear
regression of phase using a moving window. The amplitude and frequency were averaged for all
four feedback sensor sets. The phase is plotted for the bottom toroidal set of feedback sensors.
A series of shots are shown in Figure 5.5 with different bias probe voltages and similar plasma
parameters. This shows how mode activity and rotation change with bias probe voltage; showing
slower rotation with higher bias probe voltages. Mode amplitude also tends to rise when the modes
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Figure 5.4: Plasma parameters, as well as bias probe and plasma mode measurements, for shot
85711.
are slowed.
The results of the voltage scan are summarized in Table 5.1. Since we only directly control
the input voltage to the amplifier, the voltage and current in the bias probe circuit output can vary
with given input voltage, which are susceptible to plasma conditions. During large mode activity
we see the bias probe current change dramatically. Only times of significant mode amplitude were
considered for determining the frequency range.
These results show that mode rotation can be controlled between -2 and 11 kHz using the bias
probe. This allows for rotation control studies of mode dynamics and stability, as described later in
Chapter 6 and in previous work [26].
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Figure 5.5: Plasma shots with different bias probe voltages, showing mode activity and rotation.




-110 V -4 A 8 - 11 kHz
-90 V -4 A 8 - 11 kHz
-70 V -3 A 7 - 11 kHz
-45 V 0 A 6 - 10 kHz
-25 V 3 A 5 - 9 kHz
0 V 9 A 4 - 7 kHz
20 V 15 A 1 - 5 kHz
40 V 25 A 1 - 4 kHz
60 V 35 A 0 - 3 kHz
85 V 45 A -1 - 3 kHz
110 V 55 A -2 - 3 kHz
Table 5.1: Characteristic voltages, currents, and mode rotation with bias probe input.
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5.3 Feedback control of mode rotation
The bias probe has been connected to the HBT-EP feedback control system, allowing for both
rotation and magnetic control simultaneously. As a preliminary investigation, a simple feedback
algorithm has been tested with the bias probe applying feedback on mode rotation frequency. With
development, this feedback system has a lot of research potential on HBT-EP and other systems.
In the feedback algorithm, a mode rotation frequency is chosen and the feedback system works
to maintain that rotation frequency. A starting voltage is determined based on the results measuring
mode frequencies in the scan of bias probe voltages reported in Table 5.1. The magnetic feedback
sensors are used to determine the frequency of an n=1 mode and a linear gain is used to adjust
the bias probe voltage based on the difference between the measured frequency and the chosen
frequency.
Figure 5.6 shows the measurements of the bias probe and mode for a shot with bias probe
feedback and a rotation frequency target of 9 kHz. Towards the end of the shot, when there is
significant mode activity, the feedback maintains a rotation frequency of 9 kHz.
An attempt at controlling mode rotation to a lower frequency was also made. Figure 5.7 shows
the measurements of the bias probe and mode for a shot with bias probe feedback and a rotation
frequency target of 3 kHz. Controlling slow mode rotation is more difficult because it is more
difficult to measure slowly rotating modes and they are less stable. The feedback system uses the
fluctuations of magnetic measurements to determine the rotation frequency, which also requires an
equilibrium subtraction. For slower modes, it is more difficult to differentiate the fluctuating signal
from the equilibrium, so the frequency measurement is not as accurate. Slowly rotating modes
also tend to be more unstable, making it more difficult to produce good plasma shots to study, and
feedback control, slowed modes. However, these initial results show potential for feedback control
of slowed modes, as the feedback system maintains a rotation frequency of ∼3 kHz from 3.5 to 4.3
ms, after which the plasma disrupts.
This simple feedback algorithm has shown preliminary success and has potential for improve-
ment. For example, the algorithm works well when there is significant mode amplitude, but suffers
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Figure 5.6: Measurements of the bias probe voltage and current, as well as mode amplitude, phase,
and frequency for a bias probe feedback shot 85810 to 9 kHz mode rotation.
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Figure 5.7: Measurements of the bias probe voltage and current, as well as mode amplitude, phase,
and frequency for a bias probe feedback shot 85706 to 3 kHz mode rotation.
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during low amplitude modes because mode frequency measurements become unreliable. A study to
optimize frequency calculations and equilibrium subtraction of the feedback algorithm for slowly
rotating plasmas would be essential for improving rotation feedback on slowed modes. In addition,
feedback control theory can be used to improve the feedback algorithm.
5.4 I-V characteristics
The bias probe’s I-V characteristics were studied in a series of plasma discharges. A triangle wave
from -110 V to +110 V at 1 kHz was applied to the bias probe. I-V curves were constructed using
the probe measurements from 2 ms to 4 ms, as shown in Figure 5.8. Large modes appear after 4 ms,
which affect the measurements of the probe voltage and current.
The I-V characteristics are typical for a Langmuir probe, as seen previously on the five-tipped
probe in Section 4.2. The average ion saturation current, Isat, is approximately 4 A and the electron
saturation region is not clearly reached due to the output power limit of the amplifier. Plasma modes
also seem to lead to deviations from the expected signal during plasma mode activity; the modes
are seen to increase probe current during large activity. A mode can be seen in the contour plots of
the high-density toroidal and poloidal array at ∼3.8 ms in Figure 5.9. This corresponds to a peak in
bias probe current at that time in Figure 5.8. The mode draws current from the bias probe, which
affects the probe measurements and, probably, the mode amplitude.
The I-V curve was also analyzed to determine temperature and density, similar to Section 4.2.
The voltage and current data from 2.5 to 3.5 ms were taken and the value ln(I + Isat) was plotted
against voltage, as seen in Figure 5.10. Data near the floating potential was used to determine a
linear fit and temperature of 28 eV, which agrees with the measurements from the five-tipped probe.
The ion saturation current was used to determine a density of 0.6 x 1019 e−/m3 by assuming a probe
surface area of 7.0 cm2 (surface area of half sphere with radius 1.06 cm). The density measurement
is in disagreement with the five-tipped probe measurements. The discrepancy is likely due to the
assumptions in effective collection area, which can be affected by plasma-surface interactions.
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Figure 5.8: Bias probe measurements with a 1 kHz triangle wave from -110 V to 110 V for shot
85660. The I-V curve is plotted for data from 2.1 ms to 3.8 ms. Plasma mode interaction with the
probe can be seen at ∼3.8 ms with a rise in probe current. The excursion in the I-V plot is circled in
red.
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Figure 5.9: Magnetic sensor measurements of plasma modes from shot 85660. A mode starts
growing around 3.7 ms, which is also seen in the bias probe’s I-V measurements in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of ln(I + Isat) versus voltage to determine plasma temperature and density. The fit
is from the I-V trace from 2.4 to 3.5 ms to avoid deviations due to mode activity. The orange line is
a linear fit to points near the floating potential (from -50 V to 0 V), which indicates an effective
Te = 28 eV.
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5.5 Plasma condition changes with presence of bias probe
Although every plasma discharge in these experiments have the bias probe inserted, besides this
section, it is important to understand how the presence of the probe affects plasma conditions. A
series of plasma discharges were taken with the bias probe at different locations to understand how
the plasma conditions change.
In plasma shots outside of this section, the bias probe is inserted to a minor radius of 11 cm
(major radius of 103 cm), as shown in Figure 5.1. The probe is floating unless otherwise stated.
In these experiments, the bias probe was moved to minor radii 11 cm, 13 cm, and outside of the
plasma. The plasma conditions were measured with the five-tipped probe instrumented as a triple
probe and Thomson scattering for each bias probe location. A radial scan of the triple probe was
performed for each bias probe location with the time traces presented in Figure 5.11. The profile
information from each triple probe scan is shown in Figure 5.12 by averaging different time ranges
throughout the discharges.
Thomson scattering measurements were also taken for the plasma discharges to measure Te and
ne profiles closer to the core. The average and standard deviation for the ensemble of shots with
each bias probe position are shown in Figure 5.13.
The triple probe measurements at the edge don’t show a significant difference with the presence
of the bias probe. The Thomson scattering measurements in the core show a slightly lower relative
density when the probe is inserted to 103 cm, so perhaps the probe affects the pressure profile,
reducing the density in the core.
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Figure 5.11: Radial scan of triple probe with the bias probe inserted to different radii to understand
how the bias probe affects plasma conditions. The red-yellow colored regions show different time
slices, in which the measurements were averaged with the probe at different radial positions to
determine the radial profile, shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Radial profile of Te, ne, V f , and Isat from triple probe measurements with the bias
probe at various radial locations. The averaged data from various time regions, signified by color,
from Figure 5.11. The gray region shows the radial location of the bias probe.
Figure 5.13: Te and ne measured by Thomson scattering at 3 ms for each of the shots in Figure 5.11.
The ne measurement is in arbitrary units because the system has not been calibrated; the relative
measurements cannot be compared between spatial locations, but the relative measurements at a
given radial location can be compared shot to shot. The gray region shows the radial location of the
bias probe.
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5.6 Bias probe effect on plasma rotation
The five-tipped probe was instrumented as a 2-dimensional Mach probe, as describe in Section 4.5,
to measure how the bias probe affects plasma rotation. A radial position scan of the Mach probe
was performed at three different bias probe voltages.
The measurements from the scan are shown in Figure 5.14 with different shades of blue
representing different Mach probe positions. The measurements were broken up to different time
regions, shown by the red-yellow spans, to show how the flow profiles change in time, as shown in
Figure 5.15. These show that the toroidal flow has a relatively flat radial profile and begins in the
negative direction (in the CW direction) and reverses direction throughout a plasma discharge. The
toroidal flow measurement is slightly higher when a positive bias voltage is applied. The poloidal
flow measurement is large closer to the core, where the flow is not heavily affected by bias probe
voltage. Towards the edge, the poloidal flow is lower for shots with positive bias voltage, which
slows the flow towards zero in time.
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Figure 5.14: Radial scan of Mach probe at various bias probe voltages. The red-yellow colored
regions show different time slices, in which the measurements were averaged with the probe at
different radial positions to determine the radial profile, shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Radial profile of toroidal and poloidal flows, as well as Isat. The averaged data from
various time regions, signified by color, from Figure 5.14. The gray region shows the radial location
of the bias probe.
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5.7 Bias probe effect on plasma conditions
The five-tipped probe was instrumented as a triple probe to measure how the bias probe affects
plasma conditions at the edge. A radial position scan of the triple probe was performed at three
different bias probe voltages.
A similar analysis was performed as the previous section, but for the triple probe measurements,
shown in Figure 5.16. The profiles in Figure 5.17 show how the bias probe affect plasma conditions
with various settings. Te tends to have a relatively flat profile in the range of 10 to 30 eV. ne is
higher towards the core, as expected, and increases in time, especially towards the core. V f is more
negative towards the core and rises rather linearly in radius. At higher bias voltages, V f is less
negative as has a less steep profile, especially towards the edge.
Thomson scattering measurements were taken during these scans to determine Te and ne at the
plasma core, as shown in Figure 5.18. These measurements do not show a significant difference for
the various bias voltages, showing that biasing the plasma edge does not affect Te and ne at the core.
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Figure 5.16: Radial scan of triple probe at various bias probe voltages. The red-yellow colored
regions show different time slices, in which the measurements were averaged with the probe at
different radial positions to determine the radial profile, shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Radial profile of Te, ne, Isat, and V f . The averaged data from various time regions,
signified by color, from Figure 5.16. The gray region shows the radial location of the bias probe.
Figure 5.18: Te and ne measured by Thomson scattering at 3 ms for each of the shots in Figure 5.16.
The ne measurement is in arbitrary units because the system has not been calibrated; the relative
measurements cannot be compared between spatial locations, but the relative measurements at a
given radial location can be compared shot to shot. The gray region shows the radial location of the
bias probe.
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5.8 Discussion of bias probe effects and rotation
The bias probe was successfully used to drive mode rotation at different frequencies by applying a
voltage to the plasma edge and inducing a radial current. Using the GPU-based feedback control
system on HBT-EP with the bias probe allowed for successful control of mode rotation by setting
the desired frequency, as seen in Section 5.3. Similar systems could be used to stabilize RWMs with
rotation control, in addition to magnetic feedback control. This is especially important for ITER
because neutral beam injection might not drive sufficient rotation. Perhaps a sacrificial bias probe,
or several probes around the device, could be used for RWM control in the case that an instability
grows.
The changes in plasma flow induced by the bias probe were measured to be primarily outside of
the bias probe’s radial location, such that only the flows near the plasma edge were affected. Since
the bias probe also affected mode rotation, it shows that plasma flows near the edge are sufficient
to drive mode rotation. There have been studies with bias probes in the divertor region to drive
plasma flows [14], however the flows are induced in the scrape off layer (SOL), which might not
induce mode rotation. Although these studies found that divertor biasing helped with impurity
pumping and reduced impurity influx from wall sputtering with a thicker SOL, induced plasma
flows for mode rotation were not discussed. Expanding on these studies to look at RWM rotation
could help ensure sufficient rotation stabilization for ITER plasmas. Finding the outermost radial
location towards the edge for driving a plasma flow that affects mode rotation would help reduce
the penetration depth needed for a probe. Perhaps bias probes in the divertor region, as discussed in
Ref. [14], can induce edge plasma flow through viscous effects with SOL flows, in order to drive
mode rotation.
Chapter 6
Rotation Effects on Mode Dynamics
This chapter discusses how mode behavior changes with different rotation frequencies using
magnetic sensor measurements, as well as other diagnostics to understand the plasma behavior.
6.1 Mode dynamics measured with magnetic sensors
The magnetic sensors are the primary diagnostic used for mode detection and tracking, especially
the poloidal field sensors. Poloidal field measurements are shown in Figure 6.1 at various rotation
frequencies.
These measurements show an averaged increase in mode amplitude for plasmas with slower
rotation frequencies. The faster rotating modes (∼9 kHz) have an average mode amplitude around
3-4 G with peaks around 7 G, whereas the slower rotating modes (∼2-4 kHz) have a larger mode
amplitude around 6-8 G with peaks at 9 G. At slower rotation, the modes also have a more “choppy”
behavior with sudden increases and decreases in mode amplitude and phase. The poloidal array
sensors (PA1p) show that these are m/n=3/1 modes.
In Figure 6.2, measurements from the radial magnetic field sensors are included to compare
to the poloidal field at different mode rotation frequencies. At faster rotation, the radial field is
shielded due to eddy currents in the nearby conducting wall. When the rotation is slowed, the mode
perturbations penetrate the wall, resulting in larger radial magnetic fields. This is clearly seen as the
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic measurements of the poloidal field showing mode dynamics at different
rotation frequencies. The bias probe voltage increases (and mode rotation frequency decreases) for
each shot from left to right.
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Figure 6.2: Magnetic measurements of both the poloidal and radial fields showing mode dynamics
at different rotation frequencies. The bias probe voltage increases (and mode rotation frequency
decreases) for each shot from left to right.
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Figure 6.3: The averages of each measurement from Figure 6.2 at different mode phase positions as
it rotates around the device. The measurements are averaged between 3.3 and 5.0 ms for each shot
and only times when the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are considered.
radial field amplitude increases from ∼0.4 Gauss for fast modes to ∼0.8 Gauss for slow modes.
There is also a phase difference between the poloidal field and radial field due to the fields from
the mode and its interaction with the conducting wall. This phase difference is difficult to determine
at fast rotation because of the small radial field. At slower rotation frequencies, the phase difference
is ∼-120◦. Because the modes are rotating in the negative phase direction, this means the radial field
lags the poloidal field by this phase separation. This makes sense because with no wall the phase
separation should be -90◦ and the eddy currents in the wall will induce a larger phase lag for the
radial field. An increase in the ratio of the radial field to the poloidal field is measured for slower
rotation, as there are fewer eddy currents reducing the radial field.
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The mode rotation frequency, poloidal field amplitude, and radial field amplitude were analyzed
to determine how they change as a function of mode phase position. A phase basis of the FB4p
Phase was used, as plotted in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, which is the phase determined by an n=1 sine and
cosine decomposition of the mode fluctuations for the FB4p sensor array. The phase was binned for
every 20◦, such that the phase 180◦ (as plotted on the x-axis of Figure 6.3) includes a range from
170◦ to 190◦. For each phase bin, an average and standard deviation of each of the measurements
(frequency, poloidal amplitude, and radial amplitude) was determined within the time range from
3.3 to 5.0 ms. Only regions with the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are included.
The results are displayed in Figure 6.3. Note that this technique was also used for Figures 6.5, 6.7,
6.8, and 6.10 for different measurements.
Mode rotation frequency decreases with higher bias probe voltages at all phases, as expected,
and its phase dependence varies similarly between the plasma shots. For lower bias, there is not a
large dependence of rotation frequency on phase, whereas at higher bias the mode rotates faster
when the phase is ∼315◦ and slower when the phase is ∼135◦. Both the poloidal and radial field
amplitudes are higher around a phase of 315◦, when the mode rotation is faster. The equilibrium
subtraction method influences this observation because it determines the equilibrium from the
average signal over a certain period of time. Since the mode spends more time in phases of slower
rotation, the average is biased towards those values, making the measurements during faster rotation
further from the subtracted average, thus raising the determined amplitude. Even with this effect,
there is still a clear dependence of mode rotation and amplitude on the phase.
These global changes in mode amplitude and rotation frequency as the mode rotates around the
device indicate non-axisymmetric conditions in HBT-EP. When the mode structure is oriented to a
phase of ∼315◦, the mode rotates faster, whereas at ∼135◦ it rotates slower and grows in amplitude.
This can be explained with intrinsic error fields and other effects, which cause the mode dynamics
to change as they rotate to different positions and interact with a static error field structure. Error
fields are magnetic field perturbations that can torque plasma modes and have a spatial structure
that can affect modes when they are at different orientation phases, as observed. These, as well as
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other effects, are explored in the following sections.
6.2 Mode dynamics measured with soft x-ray emission and loop
voltage
In Figure 6.4, the same plasma shots as Figure 6.1 are shown, but include soft x-ray and loop
voltage measurements. In the presence of slowly rotating modes, there are events that involve large
fluctuations in loop voltage and soft x-ray emission. This is coupled with a modulation in mode
amplitude. The modes grow to have large amplitudes, then an event occurs leading to a decrease in
mode amplitude. As the mode starts to grow in amplitude again, the cycle continues.
Figure 6.5 shows the phase averages for measurements of loop voltage, a mid-plane soft x-ray
view, and an edge soft x-ray view. Loop voltage does not show significant differences between
biases nor a dependence on mode phase. The mid-plane soft x-ray measurement uses a filter with
transmission more sensitive to core plasma; it shows higher measurements for plasmas with slowed
modes with larger measurements when the phase is ∼200◦. The edge soft x-ray measurement is
one of the channels from the SXR fan array, viewing towards the plasma edge (Channel 15). The
fan array uses a filter with transmission more sensitive to edge plasma conditions. The edge SXR
measurements are lower for plasmas with slowed modes and has higher measurements when the
phase is ∼240◦. Note that the two SXR measurements are each at a specific toroidal location on
HBT-EP, as shown in Section 2.6. Therefore, they measure different parts of the plasma as it rotates
around the device, as opposed to magnetic measurements (such as mode amplitude and frequency),
which are global measurements using the sensor arrays.
The SXR emission changes as a mode rotates into different orientations for the SXR diagnostic
views, which are each at a static toroidal location. This emission increase could be caused by an
increase in density, temperature, or contaminant concentration. The changes in emission from these
static views are likely caused by a non-axisymmetric structure of plasma conditions caused by the
mode structure, where different views of the structure rotate into the SXR view at different times
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Figure 6.4: Measurements of soft x-ray emission and loop voltage during mode activity, at different
rotation frequencies. The soft x-ray contour plots all have the same colorbar range.
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Figure 6.5: The averages of each measurement from Figure 6.4 at different mode phase positions as
it rotates around the device. The measurements are averaged between 3.3 and 5.0 ms for each shot
and only times when the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are considered.
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and different phases. When the mode phase is ∼200◦, the SXR fan array sees a view of the plasma
with maximized emission.
6.3 Mode dynamics measured with a triple probe
The five-tipped probe was instrumented as a triple probe to measure temperature, density, Isat, and
floating potential fluctuations with mode dynamics. For these discharges, the triple probe was
located at 104.0 cm in major radius.
Figure 6.6 shows the triple probe measurements of Isat, V f (floating potential), V+ (voltage
on return probe for sourcing Isat), Te, and ne. Each of these measurements fluctuate with mode
activity, but do not peak at the same time. The two voltage measurements, V f and V+, have similar
oscillations. During these fluctuations, the measurement of Te becomes negative, which is not
physical. This is due to inaccuracies in the probe measurements with the large fluctuations in probe
voltage, perhaps from probe geometries, as discussed in Section 4.4.
Figure 6.7 shows these measurements with their dependence on mode phase. The probe has a
fixed toroidal and radial location (for these shots 104.0 cm). This means that the probe will measure
different parts of the mode structure as it rotates around the device, as well as global changes to
the mode, similar to the SXR measurements. Isat peaks around a mode phase of 45◦ and is lower
around a phase of 225◦, especially for plasmas with slowed modes. Both V f and V+ are highest
(least negative) around 20◦ and are less negative for plasmas with slowed modes. Te tends to be
higher around 180◦. The peaks in ne at 240◦ and 0◦ are partially caused by lower Te measurements
of their inverse relation in the triple probe equations discussed in Section 4.4.2. Due to inaccuracies
in probe voltage measurements and interpretation, non-physical Te measurements can result, which
results in non-physical spikes in ne, as determined by the probe. During these times, there is not a
rise in Isat, indicating they are not likely physical rises in ne. However, ne also peaks around 135◦
during reasonable probe voltage and Isat measurements, indicating the rises in ne are likely real.
The triple probe measurements show a that ne and Te vary at different locations around the
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Figure 6.6: Triple probe measurements for determining temperature, density, Isat, and V f during
mode activity, at different rotation frequencies. The probe’s radial position is 104.0cm for these
shots. For ne measurements, only regions where Te > 1eV are considered.
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Figure 6.7: The averages of each measurement from Figure 6.6 at different mode phase positions as
it rotates around the device. The measurements are averaged between 3.3 and 5.0 ms for each shot
and only times when the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are considered. For Te and
ne measurements only regions where Te > 1eV are included.
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non-axisymmetric plasma structure caused by the mode. The ne and Te peak at different spatial
locations on the mode structure. These conditions might be caused by changes in spatial structure
due to the mode presence.
6.4 Mode dynamics measured with the bias probe
The bias probe voltage and current also fluctuate during mode behavior; they oscillate with the
mode rotation and activity. The dependence of these measurements on mode phase, as well as
the triple probe measurements, are shown in Figure 6.8. The bias probe current tends to be larger
around a phase of 0◦, whereas the voltage is higher around 200◦.
As the bias probe current rises during periods of the mode rotation, it induces a larger torque
on the plasma, slowing its rotation. This means that there are different amounts of torque on the
plasma as the mode rotates through different phases, which influences different mode behavior at
different phases. This sets up a nonlinear feedback loop with error fields.
The changes in Vbias and Ibias indicate a change in resistance between the probe and chamber
ground because when Ibias is highest (∼0◦), Vbias is low, and vice versa. This means there could be a
change in the probe’s sheath resistance, such as fluctuations in ne or Te, or a change in the path to a
limiting surface. This could be from changing magnetic field lines that are aligned with the probe,
which might also be aligned with a limiter, making a less resistive path to ground. These conditions
are changing as modes rotate around the device.
This behavior shows a nonlinear interaction between the bias probe and the modes that leads to
phase-dependent mode activity. At certain mode phases, Ibias increases, which slows down the mode
rotation, making the mode spend more time at these phases and also allowing the mode amplitude
to increase. This interaction makes the modes behave differently at different phases, which can lead
to the observed phase-dependent mode activity. This is a separate effect from the mode interaction
with a static error field.
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Figure 6.8: The averages of Ibias and Vbias measurements from the bias probe at different mode
phase positions as it rotates around the device. The measurements are averaged between 3.3 and 5.0
ms for each shot and only times when the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are
considered.
6.5 Mode dynamics measured with 2-D Mach probe
To understand changes in plasma flow during mode activity, the five-tipped probe was instrumented
as a 2-D Mach probe and used to measure the plasma edge at 105.0 cm. The measurements are
shown in Figure 6.9, which show fluctuations in the toroidal and poloidal Mach numbers (Mtor and
Mpol), as well as Isat and the voltage on the center probe tip (V+).
Figure 6.10 shows these measurements with their dependence on mode phase. For the plasma
with slowed rotation (shot 88766), there is higher toroidal flow in the CW direction with a mode
phase near 0◦, which is also when the bias probe current is higher. The poloidal flow for the slowed
shots (88764 and 88766) is also increased in the upwards direction near 0◦.
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Figure 6.9: Measurements of modes with both the bias probe and five-tipped probe instrumented as
a 2-D Mach probe.
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Figure 6.10: The averages of each measurement from Figure 6.9 at different mode phase positions
as it rotates around the device. The measurements are averaged between 3.3 and 5.0 ms for each
shot and only times when the poloidal mode amplitude is greater than 1.0 G are considered.
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6.6 Understanding the phase-dependent mode behavior
Using these diagnostic measurements, their fluctuations in time, and changes with mode phase, a
picture of mode behavior dynamics begins to develop. For this description, it is important to keep in
mind a few things about the HBT-EP device and mode rotation. Modes rotate in the direction of
decreasing toroidal phase angle based on the HBT-EP coordinates, which is in the CW direction
when viewing the device from above, as discussed in Section 2.6. Some of the measurements have
a fixed location (i.e. probes), whereas other measure global changes in the plasma and modes. The
toroidal location of each diagnostic, as well as the mode phase at which they have the highest and
lowest measurements, are shown in Table 6.1.
Using the information in Table 6.1, visualizations of mode structure during these maximum
mode phase for each diagnostic were made to observe how the mode structure within the region
of a diagnostic might affect its measurements. This was done by using the diagnostic layout from
Figure 2.7 and plotting a contour of the mode fluctuations, as measured by the FBp sensors, with
the given mode phase.
For interpreting the interactions of the bias probe with the mode activity, Figures 6.11 and 6.12
show the mode structure for the maximum phase of Ibias (0◦) and Vbias (200◦). These show that
the bias probe is in a location where the poloidal field fluctuation is at a maximum during the Ibias
peak and a minimum during the Vbias peak. The fluctuations are on top of the equilibrium poloidal
field where a higher fluctuation corresponds to a stronger poloidal field, which is due to the surface
current structure from the mode. When the mode fluctuation is positive at the bias probe, it is able to
source more current into the plasma (the resistance from the through the plasma decreases), whereas
when the fluctuation is negative, the opposite occurs, so a higher voltage is applied by the amplifier
because the current drops (resistance increases). Figure 6.12 also shows the mode when the SXR
mid-plane view is maximized; showing that the mode fluctuations are maximized in the mid-plane
at the location of this view.
The varying resistance between the bias probe and chamber ground can be caused by different
plasma conditions or magnetic field line structure. The mode structure in Figure 6.11 shows that the
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Toroidal Maximum
Measurement Location Mode Phase
Mode frequency N/A 315◦
Mode poloidal amp. N/A 315◦
Mode radial amp. N/A 315◦
Ibias (bias probe) 180◦ 0◦
Vbias (bias probe) 180◦ 200◦
Isat (triple probe) 288◦ 60◦
V f (triple probe) 288◦ 20◦
V+ (triple probe) 288◦ 40◦
Te (triple probe) 288◦ 180◦
ne (triple probe) 288◦ 120◦
Mtor (Mach probe) 288◦ 340◦
Mpol (Mach probe) 288◦ 340◦
SXR mid-plane 18◦ 200◦
SXR edge (fan array) 90◦ 240◦
Limiter location 162◦ N/A
Limiter location 306◦ N/A
Table 6.1: Locations of measurements used to understand mode dynamics with the mode phase
angle at which they have the maximum measurements. Toroidal angle is the location of the
measurement; values of N/A means that the measurement is global instead of a fixed location. Note
that the mode phase of maximum measurements are approximate.
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bias probe is likely to share a magnetic field line with the limiter at (φ = 306◦, θ = −90◦) or, possibly,
with the limiter at (φ = 162◦, θ = 0◦) during m/n = 3/1 mode activity. The mode structure, which is
at the plasma surface, indicates this, however the bias probe is located inside of the plasma, 3-4 cm
from the edge. If the mode causes enough spatial perturbation, such that a field line that is at the bias
probe location within the plasma traverses to an outer radial location at the limiter, completing a
field line connection between the bias probe and limiter, reducing the resistance through the plasma.
This spatial deformation is non-axisymmetric, so the path between the bias probe and limiter would
only be present at certain mode phases as it rotates around the device, which is consistent with the
observations. Another possibility is the spatial deformations can influence different plasma density
and temperature at the bias probe’s location at different mode phases. This would change the sheath
resistance of the probe and possibly account for the changing resistance at different mode phases.
For the five-tipped probe instrumented as a triple probe, Figures 6.11 and 6.13 show the mode
structure for the maximum V f (0◦) and Isat (60◦). For both of these structures, the triple probe is near
a null location of the poloidal field fluctuation, so they do not coincide with maximums/minimum
of the mode structure. The V f peak is a measurement that is less negative than the average, meaning
it is similar to plasma conditions towards the edge, as opposed to the core, because V f becomes
more negative as the probe protrudes deeper into the plasma. At the time of this peak, the bias probe
current, Ibias is also maximized, which might be driving up V f measured on the triple probe.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the mode structure for the maximum Te (180◦) and ne (120◦)
measured by the triple probe. These measurements are not in phase, where the Te peak occurs when
the triple probe is near a null in the mode structure and ne peak occurs when the poloidal fluctuation
is maximized at the triple probe. For ne, this is a similar condition that occurred for maximizing Ibias
for the bias probe, indicating that there are larger densities in locations with positive fluctuations
from the mode. This larger density would allow for the bias probe to source more current by
dropping the sheath impedance.
Figure 6.16 shows the mode structure when the mode amplitude and rotation frequency are
maximum (315◦). The bias probe is near a null in the field structure, meaning that it is not in phase
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Figure 6.11: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 0◦, which is the
maximum phase for Ibias and close to V f for the triple probe.
with maximizing Ibias. Perhaps this is due to a time lag from when Ibias is maximum and driving the
mode to when the mode amplitude grows from this drive as the mode rotates in the negative phase
direction. However, this does not fully explain the rise in mode rotation frequency because a higher
Ibias should decrease this measurement. Reviewing Figure 6.3 shows a complicated relationship
between mode frequency and phase.
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Figure 6.12: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 200◦, which is
the maximum phase for Vbias and SXR mid-plane.
Figure 6.13: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 60◦, which is the
maximum phase for triple probe Isat.
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Figure 6.14: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 180◦, which is
the maximum phase for Te measured by the triple probe.
Figure 6.15: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 120◦, which is
the maximum phase for ne measured by the triple probe.
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Figure 6.16: Diagnostic layout with the mode structure plotted at a mode phase of 315◦, which is
the maximum phase for mode frequency and amplitude, which are global measurements.
6.6.1 Mode dynamics in time
Figure 6.17 shows a zoomed view during mode activity to show how each measurement changes
with time for each event. In the first event for the high bias shot, 91574, the mode is growing from
3.1 to 3.25 ms, at which point the mode amplitude decays. While the mode is growing, the SXR fan
array and triple probe Isat and V f measurements increase, then all decline rapidly when the mode
amplitude begins to decline. The ne measurement peaks towards the end of the mode growth and
crashes quickly after the mode amplitude declines. Loop voltage also dips after the decline in mode
amplitude. This cycle seems to repeat for each revolution the mode structure makes.
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Figure 6.17: A zoomed view of oscillating mode behavior with different biases. Note that the time
windows are different for each shot.
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6.7 Discussion of mode dynamics
The modes in these experiments exhibited phase-dependent behavior as they rotated around HBT-
EP; the effect was enhanced for plasmas with slower mode rotation. This could be caused by
intrinsic error fields interactions with the modes, which can induce periodic magnetic braking of
mode rotation [6]. This was observed in many of the diagnostics including the magnetic sensors,
electric probes, soft x-ray detectors, and loop voltage measurements. This behavior is observed on
other tokamaks and is important to understand as devices scale towards a fusion reactor because
significant mode rotation braking can lead to disruptions [6]. This was seen to lead to crashes in
soft x-ray emission and loop voltage as slowly rotating modes grew and collapsed.
Nonlinear interactions between the bias probe and the modes, which were observed, could also
lead to phase-dependent behavior. With a constant drive of the bias probe by the amplifier (constant
input voltage) the bias probe current oscillated with mode rotation, meaning the path from the bias
probe to the vacuum chamber ground had a varying resistance for different mode phases. Since bias
probe current is proportional to the torque of the probe, the mode would slow down during phases of
higher current and speed up at phases of lower current. Therefore, the mode would spend more time
in phases with higher current, which could also increase the mode amplitude by current injection
into the plasma. This behavior could be reduced by using the feedback system to apply a constant
bias probe current, allowing the phase-dependent behavior from the bias probe to be isolated from
the periodic error field braking. This is also important to understand for feedback control of mode
rotation because the bias probe current should be controlled to adjust mode frequency, as opposed
to the voltage.
Chapter 7
Rotation Effects on Driven Plasma Response
A study was conducted to measure the plasma response to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)
for a stable plasma (no MHD mode activity) with controlled rotation using the bias probe. An RMP
is a structured magnetic field that resonates with a plasma mode, which is applied using the HBT-EP
control coils. Figure 7.1 shows an example of one of these stable plasmas, where there is very little
mode activity from 3.2 to 4.2 ms, which is the time window for applying the RMP. The plasma has
a small current ramp so there is little instability drive and the edge q is around 3.5 so that the plasma
edge is not close to an n=1 resonant surface.
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Figure 7.1: A stable plasma was developed for RMP experiments with a small current ramp and an
edge q around 3.5. The RMP is applied between 3.2 and 4.2 ms, highlighted by the gray region in
the plots, which exhibits little mode activity.
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7.1 Overview of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)
A resonant magnetic field structure was applied by the control coils, which starts at 3.2 ms, does
a phase flip at 3.7 ms, and turns off at 4.2 ms. The structure is setup by choosing a toroidal wave
number, n, and poloidal wave number, m. In these experiments, the structure m/n=4/1 was used to
resonate with modes at the plasma edge. For these phase flip RMPs, in an initial structure is applied
to the control coils from 3.2 to 3.7 ms, at which time the structure inverts. The inverted structure is
applied until 4.2 ms, at which time the control coils turn off. The initial structure is shown in Figure
7.2. The RMP also has an amplitude corresponding to the maximum current in the control coils.
The time trace of the RMP amplitude, for a 25 A RMP, and the magnetic response of the plasma
can be seen in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: Fields applied by the control coils for the m/n=4/1 RMPs showing the structure. Note
that there are 2 broken control coils, showing zero current in the figure: one at (φ =∼ 80◦, θ =∼ 90◦)
and one at (φ =∼ 10◦, θ =∼ −90◦), which do not have a major effect on the results.
Figure 7.3: Time trace of control coil current for a 25 A, 4/1 RMP and the plasma response.
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7.2 Subtraction of magnetic pickup and equilibrium fields
In order to understand the plasma response to these magnetic perturbations, the magnetic response of
the plasma must be isolated from the equilibrium field and magnetic sensor pickup from the applied
field. This is done in two steps, first removing the pickup from magnetic coils, then removing the
equilibrium signal.
To remove the magnetic pickup, “vacuum shots” were taken, which apply the same magnetic
fields from the equilibrium field coils and the control coil RMP structure, but without a plasma
discharge. For each sensor, the magnetic measurement from these “vacuum” shots is subtracted
from its signal in the shots with plasma discharges to remove the magnetic field pickup. An example
of this process for a single poloidal field sensor and single radial field sensor is shown in Figure 7.4.
The measured signal from a plasma shot with an RMP (shot 91009) is plotted in blue and the signal
from a vacuum shot with the same applied RMP (shot 91214) is plotted in red. The subtracted
signal (with the vacuum signal removed) is plotted in gray.
The long wavelength pickup (red curve) is from the HBT-EP equilibrium coils including the
ohmic heating coil and vertical field coil. The bottom two plots show a zoomed view of the vacuum
pickup signal during the applied RMP. The radial field signal is more strongly affected by the
applied RMP than the poloidal field signal and the pickup is substantial (∼0.5 G) compared to the
plasma radial field response, as will be seen later. Note that this process is done separately for each
of the 40 poloidal field and 40 radial field feedback sensors.
After the removal of the vacuum pickup, the signals still have an equilibrium component (mostly
from the plasma current) and response component (response to the RMP). The equilibrium field is
determined, and subtracted, using a polynomial fit of the signal between 2.4 and 5.5 ms, ignoring
the region during the RMP (2.9 to 4.3 ms), as shown in Figure 7.5. The polynomial is fit to the
signal in the shaded regions, which is also highlighted in yellow. This process is performed for each
sensor separately. The resulting response fluctuations are shown for every other feedback poloidal
field sensor in Figure 7.6 and radial field sensor in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.4: Example magnetic field signal from a plasma shot (blue) and vacuum shot (red) for both
a poloidal sensor and radial sensor. The subtracted signal (gray) is shown as the removal of vacuum
magnetic field pickup from the equilibrium vacuum fields and applied RMP. The bottom plots show
the zoomed vacuum field pickup during the RMP.
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Figure 7.5: Example of polynomial fit to determine and remove equilibrium signal from magnetic
sensor measurements. The resulting subtracted signals from Figure 7.4 are plotted in gray for the
same poloidal and radial field sensors. A polynomial is fit (green) to the signal between 2.4 and 5.5
ms, excluding the time during the RMP (2.9 to 4.3 ms); this region is shaded in gray and the signal
being fit to is highlighted in yellow. The polynomial fit is subtracted from the signal, resulting in
the plasma response fluctuations (blue). The middle plots show a zoomed view of the polynomial fit
and the bottom plots show a zoomed view of the response.
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Figure 7.6: Resulting measured response of every other feedback poloidal field sensor after the
vacuum pickup and equilibrium field subtractions for plasma shot with RMP (shot 91009).
Figure 7.7: Resulting measured response of every other feedback radial field sensor after the
vacuum pickup and equilibrium field subtractions for plasma shot with RMP (shot 91009). The
missing plots are broken sensors.
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7.3 Plasma response at different rotation frequencies
RMPs were applied to plasmas using the bias probe to control rotation. Various RMP amplitudes
were applied, including 15, 25, and 35 amps in the control coils. Figure 7.8 shows measurements of
plasmas with RMP amplitudes of 15 A and Figure 7.9 shows results of an RMP amplitude of 25 A.
The magnetic sensor data has the equilibrium field subtracted by the method described in Section
7.2.
In all of the plasma discharges with RMPs in Figures 7.9 and 7.8, a plasma mode clearly locks
from ∼3.0 to ∼3.5 ms, then flips in phase by 180◦, and stays locked until ∼4.0 ms. The plasma
response is also delayed from when the RMP is first initiated at 3.0 ms, which is partially due to a
delayed response of the control coil amplifiers and the L/R time of inducing a current in the coils.
There is also a delay in the plasma response at the phase flip at 3.5 ms and when the RMP turns off
at 4.0 ms, delaying each region of the response by ∼0.2 ms.
The mode amplitude of the plasma response is larger for plasma with slower rotation and the
phase of the response is different. The responses for the 25 A RMPs are much larger than the 15 A
RMPs, but the 15 A RMPs tend to induce large rotating modes after they are turned off, whereas the
25 A RMPs do not.
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Figure 7.8: Measurements of plasma response to a 15 A RMP from 3.0 to 4.0 ms (highlighted in
gray) with a phase flip at 3.5 ms. The mode rotation is slower from left to right because of
increased bias probe voltage.
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Figure 7.9: Measurements of plasma response to a 25 A RMP from 3.0 to 4.0 ms (highlighted in
gray) with a phase flip at 3.5 ms. The mode rotation is slower from left to right because of
increased bias probe voltage.
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7.4 Quantifying plasma response with correlation parameter
A metric to quantify the plasma response to the phase flip RMPs was developed previously [25, 55,
56] by using a correlation parameter, which quantifies the response of each sensor to the RMP. The
parameter is determined for each sensor separately and can be interpreted to determine the amplitude
and shape of the plasma response. It takes into account the time trace of the RMP, including the
phase flip, and is normalized to the control coil current, such that gives units of Gauss for plasma
response at each sensor.










where δBi(t) is the perturbed field of sensor i and Ic(t) is the time trace of a control coil current,
shown in the top plot of Figure 7.3. Ic(t) is independent of sensor or control coil because it is
normalized to the current in a given control coil. The shape of Ic(t) ramps positive, then flips
negative and decays to zero, meaning that for a δBi(t) response that has the same shape (positive
then negative) will result in a positive Ci, whereas a sensor with the opposite response (starting
negative and flipping positive) will have a negative Ci. Because of the n=1 shape of the RMP,
sensors separated by 180◦ in toroidal angle are expected to have opposite responses.
Figure 7.10 shows Ci for each feedback poloidal field sensor for a 25 A, m/n=4/1 RMP and
plasmas with different bias probe voltages. Each of the four plots is a separate toroidal array of
sensors, showing an n=1 structure of the response. The phase is different in each toroidal array
because of the poloidal m structure of the response. The response measured by the PA1p and PA2p
sensor arrays are shown in Figure 7.11, showing an m=4 response in poloidal structure.
The measured response of a toroidal array of sensors can be described with an amplitude and
phase of an n=1 fit to the sensor responses around the toroidal direction. This n=1 fit was performed
for each feedback toroidal array for each plasma shot; examples of these fits are plotted in Figure
7.12. The plasma responses tend to have a larger amplitude response when higher bias is applied.
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Figure 7.10: Correlation parameter from RMP response of 25 A RMP for the FBp sensors of
plasma shots with different bias probe settings.
Figure 7.11: Correlation parameter from RMP response of 25 A RMP for the PA1p and PA2p
sensor arrays of plasma shots with different bias probe settings.
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Figure 7.12: Correlation parameter from RMP response of 25 A RMP for the FBp sensors with an
n=1 fit for each toroidal array of sensors.
The phase of the response is also shifted for plasmas with higher bias. The response amplitude and
phase are plotted against the bias probe current, as a measure of torque slowing the plasma rotation,
in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Amplitude and phase of plasma response to m/n=4/1, 25 A RMP with different bias
probe currents. The average and standard deviation of amplitude and phase was taken for the four
toroidal arrays of feedback sensors. The phase response of the plasma with 45 A of bias probe
current (∼0 kHz rotation frequency) was chosen as a phase response of 0◦; the phase response of
the other plasma discharges are relative to this phase.
7.5 RMP scan results
A series of plasma shots were taken with various bias probe voltages and RMP amplitudes to
measure the plasma response at different rotation frequencies and applied fields. The results are
shown in Figure 7.14. The bias probe current is a measure of how much the plasma is slowed
with a current around 45 A corresponding to about a 0 kHz mode rotation frequency. For the
lower amplitude RMPs, 15 A and 25 A, the plasma response generally increases with higher bias
probe current and saturates at ∼2.0 G. For higher amplitude RMPs, the response is already near the
saturation level at fast rotation and does not increase with slowed plasmas. This saturated response
was observed in previous work [25, 55, 56].
The phase response is generally the same for each RMP amplitude and becomes more positive at
higher bias probe currents (slower rotation). This makes sense because the plasma’s phase response
should be in the same direction of rotation. In considering the phase shift at a bias probe current of
45 A (where the mode rotation frequency is ∼0 kHz), which was chosen to be a phase of 0◦ because,
intuitively, there is the smallest phase shift with no rotation. For phase responses where Ibias is less
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Figure 7.14: RMP amplitude scan with various bias probe settings. The phase response of the
plasma with 45 A of bias probe current (∼0 kHz rotation frequency) was chosen as a phase
response of 0◦; the phase response of the other plasma discharges are relative to this phase.
than 45 A, there is a larger phase response in the direction of mode rotation for lower Ibias. This can
be interpreted as there is less Ibias, the is fast mode rotation in the negative phase direction, which
leads to a larger phase difference in the response to the applied RMP. The phase response levels off
around -60◦ at lower bias currents.
Chapter 8
Phase Transition into a Fast Rotation State
A plasma state with fast mode rotation was studied by applying large voltages to the bias probe.
This state was previously studied on HBT-EP [26] using a capacitor bank to reach these large
voltages. Other studies have been performed using high biases on edge electrodes for inducing an
L-H transition in tokamaks [15, 16, 17].
In the studies on HBT-EP, the bias probe was biased highly positive to collect electrons in the
electron saturation regime. At these positive biases, the plasma is torqued to reverse the mode
rotation direction.
8.1 Instrumenting bias probe for large voltages
The bias probe was instrumented with an additional audio amplifier, as opposed to a capacitor bank,
to allow for control of the voltage waveform and have enough power to apply high voltages. The
instrumentation is diagrammed in Figure 8.1, where each audio amplifier is on a separate isolation
transformer. This effectively allows the applied voltages from each amplifier to add, whereas each
amplifier handles the same amount of current (with identical transformers). The transformers allow
the electrical ground references to be isolated, which is important because each audio amplifier uses
a bridged configuration of two amplifiers, such that the ground reference and isolation is important.
The time response and gain were matched for the amplifiers to optimize the voltage waveform and
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Figure 8.1: Diagram showing the instrumentation using two audio amplifiers (both Crown XTi
4000) to apply high voltages to the bias probe.
power applied to the bias probe.
8.2 Overview of the fast rotation state
The fast rotation state is reached by ramping the bias probe voltage to ∼250 V, allowing the torque
to induce a transition in the plasma into a state with fast mode rotation, as well as other changes.
Figure 8.2 shows a plasma with transitions into the fast rotation state where the bias probe amplifiers
were programmed to rise to their maximum power at 2.0 ms and remain at maximum power until
5.0 ms. The plasma has multiple transitions into and out of the fast rotation state, indicating a
nonlinear plasma response to the bias probe torque. Based on the mode rotation frequency (FBp
Freq) and bias probe current (Ibias), the plasma is in the fast rotation state from 2.1 to 2.5 ms, 2.8 to
3.1 ms, and 3.4 to 3.7 ms.
During the fast rotation state several diagnostic measurements show changes in plasma con-
ditions. The bias probe current is much lower in this state, whereas the voltage is higher. This
indicates that there is a significant change in resistance from the bias probe to a limiting surface,
which includes the sheath resistance. This may be caused by plasma density or temperature changes
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Figure 8.2: An example of a high bias discharge, shot 89393, showing several transitions into a fast
rotation state at 2.0 ms, 2.7 ms, and 3.4 ms. For this shot, the 2-D Mach probe was positioned at
105 cm.
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at the bias probe or limiting surface. Similar changes in bias probe voltage and current occurred in
the transitions in Ref. [16]. The mode rotation frequency is large in the opposite direction of the
natural mode rotation; it often exceeds 20 kHz and can reach ∼75 kHz. The mode amplitude starts
out large when transitioning into the state, then decays during the fast mode rotation. The poloidal
flow at the edge changes significantly; Mpol reaches 0.40 in the opposite direction of natural plasma
flow, with a less dramatic change in toroidal flow. The Dα emission, which is expected to drop in an
H-mode plasma, does show some decrease in this state, but not significantly below normal levels.
Other shots with the fast rotation state don’t show much decrease in Dα. However, the collection
view of Dα emission is important, especially in HBT-EP, in which a large volume of neutral gas
surrounds and interacts with the plasma. Currently, the Dα emission is collected with a poloidal
cross-section view from below; perhaps a different view would result in different Dα characteristics.
A zoomed view of the transition into the fast rotation state at ∼2.0 ms is shown in Figure 8.3.
This shows the decay in mode amplitude from ∼2.1 to ∼2.4 ms. The modulation in mode amplitude
might be due to asymmetries in mode rotation around HBT-EP, as discussed in Chapter 6. This
asymmetry can be seen in the contour plot with larger measurements near 0◦ and 360◦.
The changes in plasma conditions that affect the bias probe I-V characteristics make it difficult
to maintain the plasma in the fast rotation state. The instrumentation is designed to apply maximum
power through the bias probe for normal plasma conditions. Once the plasma is in the fast rotation
state, the probe needs higher voltage to maintain the same current because of the larger resistance
through the sheath and plasma. The amplifiers are voltage limited to apply a maximum bias probe
voltage of ∼300 V. Therefore, once the plasma enters the fast rotation state, there is less torque on
the plasma from the bias probe because of the lower current. With less torque on the plasma, it
transitions out of the state. The probe can then apply the large torque to the normal plasma again,
continuing a cycle of transitioning in and out of the state.
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Figure 8.3: A zoomed view of the transition into the fast rotation state at 2.0 ms of shot 89393 from
Figure 8.2.
8.3 Measurements of plasma conditions during the fast rota-
tion state
8.3.1 Plasma rotation profile
A series of shots were taken to understand the change in edge plasma flow by performing a radial
scan of the 2-D Mach probe. The Mtor and Mpol measurements from five shots, with different radial
location of the Mach probe, are shown in the left plots of Figure 8.4. To understand the flow profile
changes, time regions were binned into 0.2 ms segments, from 1.8 to 2.6 ms, which leads into
and includes, the transition into the fast rotation state. For each of these time regions, the average
and standard deviation were determined for both Mtor and Mpol from the measurements at different
radial locations. The profiles from the aggregate measurements are shown on the plots on the right
of the figure. The Mach probe has a set radial location for each shot, but the probe’s location in
minor radius of the plasma depends on the plasma’s major radius, which is adjusted for in the minor
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radius location in the profile plots.
The toroidal flow does not exhibit a major change, however the poloidal flow shows a large
change, especially towards the edge. Before the transition, the profile of Mpol is relatively flat. As
the transition is approached, and Ibias increases, the edge flow (at 12-14 cm) starts to drop. These
are the regions outside of the bias probe radial location, which are directly affected by the outward
radial current induced by the probe. After the transition, the plasma edge (13-14 cm) have very
large poloidal flows in the opposite direction of the natural flow, whereas the plasma flow closer to
the core does not have a significant change. This shows that the bias probe induces larger flow shear
at the plasma edge when the plasma transitions into the fast rotation state. Large poloidal shear
flows, such as these, are typically seen in H-mode plasmas on other devices. In the next section,
temperature and density profile measurements are presented to compare to expected conditions for
H-mode.
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Figure 8.4: Measurements from radial scan of Mach probe for determining the toroidal and poloidal
flow profiles during that fast rotation state. The left plots show the time traces of Mtor and Mpol with
the Mach probe at different radii for each shot. The right plots show the Mtor and Mpol profiles in
various time regions leading into the transition. The gray shaded region on the right plots, from 11
to 12 cm, shows the radial presence of the bias probe. The red-yellow highlighted time windows in
the left plots are plotted on the right, with the same color, to show the flow profiles within each time
window.
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8.3.2 Temperature and density profiles
A scan was performed with the five-tipped probe instrumented as a triple probe to measure profiles
of plasma parameters during the fast rotation state, as shown in Figure 8.5. The bias probe current,
Ibias, is included to show the transition into the fast rotation state. The triple probe measurements
Isat and V f , as well as the determined Te and ne, are shown for several shots with different radial
positions of the probe. The radial profiles of these measurements are shown for different time
regions leading into the transition.
The Isat measurement shows a relatively flat profile at ∼2.1 ms, then it begins to drop at the
edge as the transition is approached (from ∼2.2 to ∼2.4 ms). After the transition, Isat at each radial
location rises except for the measurement closest to the edge, making a relatively steep gradient in
Isat at the plasma edge.
V f measurements begin negative for all radial locations with more negative values towards the
core, as expected. As the transition is approached, and the bias probe voltage is increased, V f rises
quickly and becomes positive for each radial location. After the transition, V f closer to the core (at
10 and 11 cm) dips quickly towards 0 V and rises again. During this time, the floating potential
has a large radial gradient, indicating a large radial electric field during the time of the transition.
This makes sense for inducing the large poloidal flow shear and is also associated with H-mode
transitions [20].
The Te and ne determined from the triple probe measurements show unexpected behavior. Te
decreases to low values and also becomes negative, which is not physical, as previously discussed
in Section 6.3. Determining ne depends on Te in triple probe measurements, so it is also unreliable
when Te is unreliable. This behavior it partially caused by the probe’s geometry. As discussed
in Section 4.4, the probe’s measurements strongly depend on the probe’s orientation, which was
chosen based on measurements when the bias probe was inactive. With the bias probe active, many
plasma conditions change such as potential and plasma flows, in addition to Te and ne. As seen
previously, this will especially affect V+ for the triple probe because that measurement is made
with two of the probe tips flush with the insulating material (as opposed to V f , which is measured
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with the center probe tip, protruding from the insulating material). The quickly changing plasma
conditions could be affecting V+ measurements in unexpected ways. The Isat and V f measurements
do show changing plasma conditions and profiles in the fast rotation state, which are both reliable.
Thomson scattering measurements were taken before, during, and after the plasma was in the
fast rotation state, as shown in Figure 8.6. The measurements show a rise in both Te and ne in the
fast rotation state, as compared to plasma conditions before, however they both continue to rise after
the plasma transitions out of the state. This indicates that Te and ne might rise throughout the shot
and it is not directly related to the fast rotation state.
The Te and ne profiles were not properly measured using the triple probe for the fast rotation
state, so cannot be used to validate whether it is the H-mode state. However, the V f measurements
indicate that there is a large radial electric field in this state, which is associated with the large
poloidal flow shear. This indicates that this is likely the H-mode state.
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Figure 8.5: Measurements from radial scan of triple probe, showing the Isat, V f , Te, and ne profiles.
The left plots show the time traces of each measurement with the triple probe at different radii for
each shot. The right plots show the profiles in various time regions leading into the transition. Te
and ne measurements are not considered for Te < 1 eV. The gray shaded region on the right plots,
from 11 to 12 cm, shows the radial extent of the bias probe. The red-yellow highlighted time
windows in the left plots are plotted on the right, with the same color, to show the measurement
profiles within each time window.
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Figure 8.6: Te and ne measured by Thomson scattering at different times to measure the plasma
before, during, and after the transition. The ne measurement is in arbitrary units because the system
has not been calibrated; the relative measurements cannot be compared between spatial locations,
but the relative measurements at a given radial location can be compared shot to shot. There is no
data at 88 cm for the 2.0ms timing because the spatial point view was switched (from 100 cm to 88
cm) after those data were collected.
8.4 The effect of error fields on the fast rotation state transition
It was hypothesized by Allen Boozer that the transition into the fast rotation state is an unlocking
of mode and plasma rotation once a critical amount of torque is applied with the bias probe. The
unlocking occurs when the applied torque overcomes other torques that restrain rotation, such as
error fields. Error fields can be caused by non-axisymmetric conditions in a tokamak, such as
misalignments of the equilibrium field coils or the presence of magnetic material [9, 57, 58, 59].
Error fields can also be applied to induce deliberate non-axisymmetric fields, such as RMPs. These
applied error fields can be used to cancel out the natural error fields [58, 60].
A study was conducted on HBT-EP to understand how error fields affect the fast rotation state
transition. Error fields were applied with different structures and amplitudes to determine if they
change the amount of bias probe torque required to induce the transition. This is similar to a study
of the power threshold of H-mode transitions in MAST during applied RMPs [23].
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8.4.1 Understanding the torque threshold and unlocking event
To understand the torque threshold for transitioning into the fast rotation state, Figure 8.7 shows
measurements for three plasmas that require different amounts of torque to induce the transition.
For each shot, the bias probe voltage was ramped from 1.5 to 2.5 ms, after which the maximum
voltage was maintained until a ramp down at 3.5 ms. The plasma transitions into the fast rotation
state at some point along the initial ramp, indicating the bias probe torque threshold is reached. The
maximum Ibias, which is directly related to the torque, is much larger for shot 91248 (red) than shot
91026 (blue). The plots on the right show various measurements as a function of bias probe torque
within the time window 2.0 to 2.6 ms.
In the top right plot, the mode frequency remains near 0 kHz as the torque is increased until the
threshold is reached and the plasma unlocks, allowing the frequency to decrease quickly to ∼-50
kHz. Note that the mode frequency measurement becomes less reliable (typically determined to be
∼0 kHz) at low mode amplitude, which becomes small towards the end of the time window. This
means that the rising mode frequency after the transition might not be physical because of the low
amplitude. The mode frequency goes back to 0 kHz when the plasma transitions out of the state,
such as at ∼2.8 ms for the blue shot.
The middle-right and bottom-right plots show toroidal flow (Mtor) and poloidal flow (Mpol) as a
function of bias probe torque, where the Mach probe is at 105 cm in major radius. Mtor does not
deviate much from 0, as expected from previous measurements in Figure 8.4. When the torque
threshold is reached, Mpol switches direction with a large opposing flow exceeding Mach -0.5. The
poloidal flow reaches a minimum after the transition, then begins to rise even as the plasma is
maintained in the fast rotation state. The time traces show that the original flow values, near a Mach
of +0.2, are not reached until the plasma exits the fast rotation state.
Each of the plots on the right of Figure 8.7 show a different torque threshold for each plasma
shot, however they all exhibit similar behavior after the transition occurs.
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Figure 8.7: Three shots with different torque thresholds for transitioning into the fast rotation state.
The left plots show time traces of each parameter. The right plots show mode frequency, Mtor, and
Mpol as a function of bias probe torque.
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8.4.2 Scans of applied error fields
Error fields were applied during plasma shots with high bias probe torque to examine their effect on
the transition into the fast rotation state. For these plasmas, the bias probe was programmed to ramp
with the same waveform as the shots in Figure 8.7. The control coils were used to apply a constant
error field structure starting before plasma breakdown and ending at 4.0 ms. The plasma would
transition at some point along the bias ramp between 2.0 and 2.6 ms and the maximum torque in
this time window was determined to be the torque threshold for the transition.
Several phase scans of different m/n error field structures were performed, where several shots
were taken, each with a m/n structure, amplitude, and phase. The torque transition threshold was
determined for each shot. Due to variability in the maximum torque measurement, which might
be caused by differences in plasma conditions, multiple shots were taken at each phase for a given
scan. The results of a m/n=1/1 phase scan are shown in Figure 8.8, a m/n=2/1 phase scan in Figure
8.9, and a m/n=3/1 phase scan in Figure 8.10. In these figures, the average and standard deviation
of the transition torque is plotted for the shots taken with the given error field structure and phase.
The gray horizontal band is the 95% confidence interval of the average transition torque with no
applied error field. The plots on the right have the same data plotted on a polar axis where the gray
circle is the average of the shots without an applied error field.
The results of the m/n=1/1 error field phase scans in Figure 8.8 show expected cancellation and
amplification of an error field. For both the 10 A and 25 A scans, the required torque is lower near a
phase of 270◦ and higher near 135◦. The 10 A scan shows possible suppression of the error field,
around the phase of 270◦, with the average required torque below the average for the cases with no
applied field. The higher amplitude scan (25 A) requires a higher torque at 270◦ than both the 10 A
case and no applied error field case. This shows that as the amplitude is increased above 10 A, at
some point the total error field is minimized where the applied field provides maximum cancellation
of the natural error field. At higher applied amplitudes the total error field increases, requiring more
torque for the transition. This can also be seen in the polar plot where the blue plot shows the points
around 270◦ and 315◦ inside the gray circle, whereas the points around 135◦ are outside. All of the
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Figure 8.8: Transition torque results for a 10 A and 25 A m/n=1/1 error field phase scan.
phases included in the scan for the higher amplitude scan (red) are outside the gray circle and the
phases near 135◦ are further outside. Both of these can be thought of as shifted circles with a center
point off of 0 due to the natural error field.
The m/n=2/1 phase scan results in Figure 8.9 show clear error field cancellation and amplifica-
tion. The much lower transition torque around 90◦ and 135◦ show cancellation of the natural error
field. The polar plot also shows a shifted circle due to the natural error field. The m/n=3/1 scan in
Figure 8.10 doesn’t show as much cancellation, but shows that a much higher torque is required for
a phase around 315◦.
An amplitude scan of an m/n=2/1 error field with the phase that exhibited the most cancellation
(135◦) was performed, as shown in Figure 8.11. The positive amplitudes have a phase of 135◦
and show a decreasing transition torque until 10 A. Amplitudes above 10 A have canceled out the
maximum possible error field and start adding back to the net error field, requiring higher torques.
The negative amplitudes, which have the opposing phase (315◦), amplify the error field and show a
linear increase in required torque as larger amplitudes are applied.
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Figure 8.9: Transition torque results for m/n=2/1 error field phase scan.
Figure 8.10: Transition torque results for m/n=3/1 error field phase scan.
Figure 8.11: Amplitude scan of an m/n=2/1 applied error field where positive amplitudes have a
phase of 135◦ and negative amplitudes have the opposing phase of 315◦.
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8.4.3 Overview of fast rotation state transition and error fields
These results show that the bias probe torque required to transition into the fast rotation state can be
affected by applied error fields. By canceling and amplifying error fields, the braking torque from
the error fields is changed, which have been shown to have an effect on this transition. It seems that
the error fields keep the plasma and mode from rotating and once the torque is overcome using the
bias probe, the plasma and mode are able to rotate very quickly.
In addition, a technique has been developed to determine the error fields on HBT-EP. It was
found that an m/n=2/1 applied error field had best cancellation of the natural error field from the
attempted configurations.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Studies
The studies in this thesis aim to understand mode and plasma rotation phenomena in HBT-EP using
a biased electrode for rotation control, as well as, a suite of diagnostics. The mode rotation was
compared to toroidal and poloidal plasma flow measurements from a bi-directional Mach probe.
A large poloidal flow was measured at the edge, however, the ion flow cannot account for the
mode rotation frequencies on HBT-EP. This indicates that the electron fluid flow needs to be taken
into account. The bias probe was successfully used to control mode rotation using a feedback
system, mostly driving poloidal flows at the plasma edge. Mode dynamics showed phase-dependent
behavior, which could be caused by error fields, as well as a nonlinear interaction with the bias probe
and the modes. Similar behavior to previous HBT-EP results of a saturated plasma response from
RMPs was observed [25]. A fast rotation state was studied and used to make the first measurements
of the natural error field on HBT-EP. The fast rotation state has similarities to an H-mode plasma,
such as large poloidal shear flow. The more complete picture of rotation on HBT-EP is important for
understanding mode stabilization and how it will scale to experiments such as ITER. The insights
from this work have pushed towards a more complete understanding of rotation on HBT-EP and
RWM stabilization. With these systems and diagnostics, there is great potential for further studies
as well.
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9.1 Conclusions
Measurements of mode rotation and plasma flow with bias probe drive
The plasma flow measured with a bi-directional Mach probe showed large poloidal flows and smaller
toroidal flows. The poloidal plasma flow cannot fully account for the high mode rotation frequency
observed on HBT-EP. However, when including the electron fluid flow, the predicted mode rotation
agrees with the measured frequency. This indicates that the mode travels with the electron fluid.
These results have built a more complete picture of rotation on HBT-EP.
The bias probe was found to control both mode and plasma rotation, as well as affect other
plasma conditions. The poloidal flow decreased in regions radially outward of the bias probe and
was not affected inside of it. Since the bias probe only influenced flows in the plasma edge, it shows
that changes in edge plasma flow is sufficient for changing mode rotation. This could be important
for designing systems to control rotation on ITER. Perhaps neutral beam injection can be considered
for driving mode rotation in ITER by mainly inducing edge plasma flow, which does not require as
much momentum injection.
Rotation control with the bias probe and feedback system
Feedback control of bias probe voltage was shown to control mode rotation using the measured
mode rotation frequency and GPU-based feedback system on HBT-EP. A system that performs
voltage feedback on the bias probe by measuring the mode rotation frequency using the magnetic
sensors was able to maintain a steady, pre-determined mode rotation frequency. This could be
expanded to incorporate the bias probe into a feedback stabilization mechanism through rotation, in
addition to the active magnetic feedback control. A similar system could be designed for ITER with
a sacrificial bias probe inserted into the plasma edge to drive mode rotation and stabilize modes.
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Mode dynamics and interaction with diagnostics
Mode activity showed dependence on mode phase as the structure rotated around the device,
especially with slowed mode rotation. This phase dependence was observed in mode amplitude and
frequency, as well as measurements on other diagnostics. There seemed to be a nonlinear interaction
between the mode and the bias probe; as the high magnetic field region of a mode structure rotated
into the presence of the bias probe, the current from the probe increased, which slowed plasma
rotation. Since the mode rotation is being slowed in this region, it spends more time at this phase
with high bias probe current. This dependence of the bias probe current on mode phase contributes
to the periodic braking of mode rotation and would ideally be isolated from other effects, such as
from error fields. This can be done using the feedback system to drive a constant bias probe current.
Rotation effects on driven plasma response
By driving a stable plasma with applied RMPs, the plasma had a stronger response when slowed
with the bias probe for small and medium applied fields. With large applied fields, the plasma
response saturated for all rotation frequencies, as seen previously. The phase response of the plasma
shifted in the direction of mode rotation and was larger with faster rotation frequencies. At faster
rotation frequencies, the plasma is able to rotate further in phase during the response from the driven
field.
Fast rotation state
By ramping the bias probe voltage, which causes the plasma to transition into the fast rotation
state, plasma conditions during and after this transition were measured. The poloidal plasma flow,
especially towards the edge, changed direction throughout the transition and had large poloidal
flows in the opposite direction of the natural flow, whereas the poloidal flow on the inside of the
bias probe did not change. The toroidal flow was unaffected by this transition. These large poloidal
shear flows caused by E × B drifts with a large radial electric field, which were also measured in the
transition, are indicative of H-mode plasmas [20].
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Error fields and the fast rotation state transition
The torque required from the bias probe to induce the transition into the fast rotation state was found
to be dependent on an applied error field. This indicates that there is an unlocking mechanism that
occurs when applying large torques the plasma with the bias probe. It requires a certain amount of
torque to unlock from the error field and the plasma rotates quickly once it is unlocked. Similar
behavior has been seen in the transition into H-mode with different applied RMPs [23].
By applying different error fields with the control coils, a natural error field on HBT-EP was
found by applying a field that cancels it out and reduces the torque threshold for inducing the
transition. The field to produce the optimal cancellation had an m/n=2/1 structure with 10 A
maximum current in the control coils.
9.2 Future Studies
There are several studies that can expand upon this work or use the findings to explore related ideas.
Improved feedback using the bias probe
Initial results of using mode frequency measurements to feedback on the bias probe voltage were
promising. Studies about using the feedback system to help stabilize resistive wall modes by
inducing rotation, in addition to magnetic feedback.
In addition, feedback on bias probe current could isolate the effect of bias probe drive at different
mode phases. This would allow the study of other effects on periodic mode rotation braking, such as
error fields. Also, by optimizing the algorithm for steady slowed mode rotation, controlled studies
of slowed modes at various frequencies could be performed.
Experiments with bias probe at different radii
The bias probe was shown to drive mode rotation and only influence plasma flow outside of it’s radial
position. By studying the effects of the bias probe on mode rotation and plasma flow at different
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radial positions, a more complete understanding of the bias probe’s interaction with the plasma
could be made. In addition, by finding the maximum radius at which the bias probe influences mode
rotation can provide insight into the radial location of the modes and the plasma flows that influence
their rotation.
Further measurements of the fast rotation state
The presented measurements of the fast rotation state were limited mostly to external and edge
measurements and were shown to be effected by the changing plasma conditions. Upgrades to the
internal measurements on HBT-EP (ten spatial point Thomson scattering and multi-view, multi-
energy SXR tomography) will allow much more informative measurements of how the plasma
changes when it transitions into the fast rotation state. These measurements will provide further
evidence on whether the fast rotation state is H-mode.
Emissive probe on HBT-EP
An emissive probe is similar to the bias probe, but it can also emit electrons so that it is not limited
by the ion saturation current when bias negatively, allowing for a significant torque in the direction
of natural rotation. These probes have been used successfully to increase edge shear flow, decrease
turbulence, and induce L-H transitions [61, 62].
Driven plasma studies in the presence of a ferritic wall
The driven plasma response studies using RMPs had all of the HBT-EP shells inserted (both stainless
and ferritic shells). Performing an RMP study with different wall configurations to compare the
ferritic walls to the stainless walls would further the understanding of the ferritic wall’s effect on the
plasma with different rotation frequencies.
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